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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
A. Chemotaxis
Chemotaxis is the movement of an organism towards or away from a chemical in
search of a microenvironment optimal for its growth and survival. This phenomenon has
been observed in a wide variety of microorganisms, plants and animals (Jennings and
Crosby, 1901). Chemotactic bacteria detect changes in concentration of chemicals in the
surroundings and change their movement patterns based on the nature of the chemical
and the gradient present (Adler, 1966b).
Bacterial chemotaxis has been observed ever since the end of the nineteenth
century, from the work of Englemann, Pfeffer, Jennings and other microbiologists
(Engelmann, 1881; Jennings and Crosby, 1901; Pfeffer, 1883). They showed that bacteria
respond to oxygen, minerals and organic nutrients. In the early 1880s, Pfeffer observed
bacterial chemotaxis by inserting a capillary containing a solution of test chemical into a
bacterial suspension and watched their movement microscopically (Pfeffer, 1883; Taylor,
1983b; Taylor et al, 1999). The accumulation of bacteria at the mouth of, and inside, the
capillary was termed positive chemotaxis while movement of bacteria away from the
capillary was termed negative chemotaxis (Adler, 1966a; Adler, 1969; Adler, 1965;
Mesibov and Adler, 1972). In 1893, Beijemck (1893) demonstrated chemotaxis towards
oxygen by placing motile bacteria at the bottom of a test tube filled with water and
watching them form a sharp, visible band near the meniscus. He further demonstrated
that bacteria preferred a specific concentration of oxygen; the bacterial band descended
when the air above the liquid was replaced by oxygen, and ascended when it was
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depleted of oxygen. These results were further confirmed using capillary assays in which
the test tubes were replaced by a fine capillary (Adler, 1973; Adler and Tso, 1974;
Baracchini and Sherris, 1959; Sherris et al, 1957).
Bacteria create a gradient of oxygen or of an energy source, and then move
preferentially in the direction of the higher concentration of the preferred chemical. This
is facilitated through a mechanism termed ‘the avoiding reaction’, allowing the bacteria
to move away from unfavorable concentrations or chemicals (Jennings and Crosby,
1901). Using a series of inert metabolizable chemicals, non-metabolizable attractants and
the attractant analogues, Adler showed that chemotaxis was independent of the attractant
metabolism (Adler, 1969; Adler, 1979; Hazelbauer et al., 1969). These studies were
further extended to show that there are separate receptors for detecting specific
attractants, and during subsequent studies receptors were discovered for aspartate, serine
and galactose (Adler, 1969; Adler and Epstein, 1974; Hazelbauer et al., 1969; Hazelbauer
and Adler, 1971; Kondoh et al, 1979; Mesibov and Adler, 1972; Ordal and Adler, 1974).
Initial work in chemotaxis (Berg, 1975) was carried out in complex media and
was largely of a subjective nature. Adler and Templeton (1967) designed a chemically
defined medium for studying motility and chemotaxis in bacteria. Further, quantitative
methods like the plate method (Adler, 1966b; Tso and Adler, 1974), the capillary method
(Adler, 1969; Tso and Adler, 1974) and the defined gradient method (Dahlquist et al..
1972; Tsang et al, 1973) were developed for demonstrating chemotaxis in bacteria.
B. Chemoreceptors
Bacteria detect attractants or repellents with sensory proteins called
chemoreceptors (Adler, 1969). These chemoreceptors belong to Type I membrane
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receptors that possess a simple membrane topology, with an N-terminal sensing domain
at the external surface of the cell linked by a membrane-spanning helix to a signaling
domain in the cytoplasm (Heldin, 1995; Ullrich and Schlessinger, 1990). The signaling
domains often have associated protein kinase activities. Bacterial type I receptor
signaling domains have associated histidine kinase activities (Bourret et al., 1991;
Parkinson, 1993; Stock et al, 1990), while in vertebrate cells, insulin, growth hormone
and cytokine receptors have associated tyrosine kinase activities (Schindler and Darnell,
Jr., 1995; Schlessinger and Ullrich, 1992). These two large families seem to use similar
mechanisms for transmembrane signaling (Stock et al, 1991).
Escherichia coli has five chemoreceptors, each specific for certain chemicals but
interacting with the common chemotaxis signaling system (Grebe and Stock, 1998).
These include Tsr (taxis to serine, away from repellents); Tar (transducer for aspartate
and maltose); Trg (transducer for ribose and galactose); Tap (transducer for dipeptides)
and Aer (aerotaxis and energy receptor) (Armitage, 1992; Bibikov et al, 1997; Bourret et
al, 1991; Hazelbauer, 1975; Rebbapragada et al, 1997). The receptors respond to the
various ligands through the ligand-binding site in the periplasm. The response to sugar
chemoeffectors is indirect, via the periplasmic binding proteins of the sugar transport
system.
Chemoreceptors Tsr, Tar, Trg and Tap are also called methyl accepting
chemotaxis proteins (MCPs) as specific glutamate residues on these chemoreceptors are
methylated and demethylated during adaptation to attractants and repellents, respectively.
In wild-type cells, the high-abundance transducers (Tsr and Tar) are 10 times more
abundant than are the low-abundance transducers (Trg and Tap) (Hazelbauer et al, 1981;
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Hazelbauer and Engstrom, 1980; Li and Hazelbauer, 2004; Weerasuriya et al, 1998).
When expressed alone, the high-abundance transducers can support chemotaxis, whereas
the low-abundance transducers cannot, even when they are expressed at levels
comparable to those of Tar or Tsr (Feng et al, 1997; Weerasuriya et al, 1998).
1. Domain organization of the MCPs.
The MCPs consists of about 535 to 553 residues with a molecular mass of ~60
kDa on SDS-PAGE (Boyd and Simon, 1980). Each of these receptors is organized into
three distinct domains: an N-terminal periplasmic domain (-160 residues), a C-terminal
cytoplasmic domain (-300 residues) and a transmernbrane domain (TM domain). The
TM domain of the receptor connects the outer periplasmic domain to the inner
cytoplasmic domain (Krikos et al, 1983; Manoil and Beckwith, 1986). In addition to
supporting the molecular structure of the receptor, the TM domains also play a critical
role in signal transduction across the bilayer. The cytoplasmic domains of all four
receptors are very similar, suggesting that the receptors generate a common sensory
signal. However, their periplasmic domains differ in sequence, reflecting their ligand
binding specificities. The MCPs are homodimers in their native state (Falke and
Koshland, 1987; Kim et al, 1999; Lynch and Koshland, Jr., 1991; Milbum et al, 1991;
Milligan and Koshland, 1988) irrespective of the presence or absence of their ligands
(Kim et al, 1999; Milligan and Koshland, 1988).
a. The Periplasmic Domain.
The N terminal periplasmic domain of the MCPs is the sensing domain that
detects specific stimulus from the environment. Krikos et al. (1985) showed that the
cytoplasmic domains of Tar and Tsr could be exchanged without affecting their
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chemoeffector responses, indicating that ligand specificity is determined solely by the
periplasmic domain.
Periplasmic domains of MCPs bind to a specific subset of ligands that may act as
an attractant or a repellent (Krikos et al, 1985). The Tsr chemoreceptor mediates the
attractant response to serine and repellent responses to leucine, acetate, indole, glycerol
and a decrease in pH (Clarke and Koshland, 1979; Melton et al, 1978; Mesibov and
Adler, 1972; Oosawa and Imae, 1984; Springer et al, 1977). The Tar chemoreceptor
mediates responses towards aspartate, maltose and phenol and away from nickel and
cobalt ions (Clarke and Koshland, 1979; Hazelbauer, 1975; Ingolia and Koshland, Jr.,
1979; Melton et al, 1978; Mesibov and Adler, 1972). Trg responds to the attractants
ribose and galactose (Kondoh et al, 1979), while Tap responds to dipeptides and
tripeptides (Manson et al, 1986; Yamamoto et al, 1990).
The crystal structure for the periplasmic domain of the aspartate receptor Tar has
been determined (Milbum et al, 1991; Yeh et al, 1993). Each monomer of the dimeric
domain forms an antiparallel four-helix bundle (al, a2, a3 and a4) perpendicular to the
membrane. Helices al and a4 interact along a central axis with cognate helices al' and
a4' from the other monomer. Helices al and a4 from each monomer are >70 A long and
they continue as TM1 and TM2 in the membrane. Aspartate binds at either of two
rotationally symmetrical sites at the dimer interface, each of which contains residues
from al of one subunit and a4 of the opposing subunit. E. coli Tar exhibits half-of-sites
binding such that, under most conditions, only one molecule of aspartate associates with
a given dimer (Biemann and Koshland, Jr., 1994). The Tar ligand-binding domain also
has binding sites for maltose-binding protein (carrying maltose). Both of these sites are
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exclusive of each other and the Tar receptor can bind to both of these ligands
simultaneously and transmit the signal independently (Gardina et al., 1998). Based on the
crystal structure of Tar periplasmic domain, serine-binding sites on Tsr have been
predicted.
In spite of little or no sequence similarity (Zhulin, 2001), the basic structure of the
periplasmic domain is suggested to be similar in bacterial chemoreceptors (Mowbray and
Sandgren, 1998). Hazelbauer and his group (Lai et al, 2006), through homology
modeling and diagnostic cysteine cross-linking experiments, recently showed that the
periplasmic domain of Trg (from E. coli) shares a similar structure with that of the Tar
receptor (from Salmonella). They also suggested that the periplasmic domain of the other
bacterial chemoreceptors have closely related structures.
b. The Transmembrane Domain.
Bacterial receptors signal across the membrane from the ligand-binding domain to
the cytoplasmic domain through conformational changes that traverse the transmembrane
domain. A high-resolution structure like that of the periplasmic domain or the
cytoplasmic domain is not available for the transmembrane domain. The structural
information of the transmembrane domain was deduced mostly from disulfide scanning
and patterns of oxidative cross-linking between introduced cysteines (Lee et al., 1994;
Lee et al, 1995a; Lee and Hazelbauer, 1995; Pakula and Simon, 1992). The organization
of the transmembrane domain for dimeric Tar (Pakula and Simon, 1992) and Trg (Lee et
al, 1994; Lee et al, 1995a; Lee and Hazelbauer, 1995), deduced from the patterns of
disulfide formation between introduced cysteines, is a bundle of four helical segments
consisting of al/TMl and a4/TM2 from one monomer and al'/TMl' and a4'/TM2' from
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the other. Experimentally, there was more extensive cross-linking across the TM1-TM1
interface than across TM2-TM2' interface for both Tar and Trg indicating that TM1-TM1
pair was significantly closer than the TM2-TM2'. Site-directed spin labeling and electron
paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy studies indicate that TM1 of Trg is more dynamic
(Bamakov et al., 2002). From these studies a dynamic, loosely packed structure for the
transmembrane domain of Trg has been proposed.
c. Transmembrane Signal Transduction.
MCPs are stable homodimers and transmit signals via intramolecular
conformational changes that propagate through the membrane to the cytoplasm. Chimeric
receptors containing the periplasmic ligand-binding domain of the aspartate receptor, Tar,
coupled to the cytoplasmic signaling domain of other chemoreceptors are functional,
suggesting that the mechanism of transmembrane signaling is widely conserved within
this family (Baumgartner et al, 1994; Krikos et al, 1985; Weerasuriya et al, 1998).
Koshland and his group have shown that a chimeric receptor containing the periplasmic
domain of Tar and the cytoplasmic domain of human insulin receptor exhibits aspartate
regulation of tyrosine kinase activity, suggesting that this is a general mechanism of
transmembrane signaling (Biemann et al, 1996; Moe et al, 1989). However, unlike some
homodimeric eukaryotic tyrosine-kinase receptors, Tar does not undergo monomer-dimer
transitions during signaling since some disulfide-cross-linked dimers are functionally
active (Falke and Koshland, 1987; Milligan and Koshland, 1988).
Two main models of the molecular mechanism for transmembrane signaling have
been suggested; The Rotation model and the Piston model. According to the Rotation
model, transmembrane signaling is performed by intersubunit rotation of the receptor
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monomers within the receptor dimer (Yeh et al, 1996). Upon binding of an aspartate
molecule, a small, rigid-body rotation occurs between the subunits within a dimer. The
rotation is similar in both direction and magnitude in the cross-linked and wild type
receptors. This model is based on the analysis of crystallographic data of the ligand-free
and ligand-bound sensing domain of Tar (Chi et al, 1997; Yeh et al, 1996). According
to the Piston model, transmembrane signaling is performed by conformational changes
within a single subunit of the receptor dimer. This model is based on 19Flourine nuclear
magnetic resonance studies of the Tar sensory domain and on the electron paramagnetic
resonance spectroscopic studies of a spin-labeled Tar receptor; (Chervitz and Falke,
1996; Danielson et al, 1994; Ottemann et al, 1998). This model suggests that relative
movement during transmembrane signaling takes place within a subunit, between
a4/TM2 and al/TMl, (Chervitz and Falke, 1996; Falke and Hazelbauer, 2001; Peach et
al, 2002) and not between the subunits. This is supported by the experimental data:
transmembrane signaling in Tar or Trg is blocked by disulfide bonds that constrain
movement between al/TMl and a4/TM2 but not by those that constrain movement
between al/TMl and al'/TMT (Chervitz et al, 1995; Chervitz and Falke, 1995; Falke
and Koshland, 1987; Lee et al, 1995b; Maruyama et al, 1995).
Studies with heterodimers of Tar containing one truncated subunit indicated that
signaling could occur through a single TM1/TM2 pair (Gardina and Manson, 1996;
Milligan and Koshland, 1991; Tatsuno et al, 1996), further supporting the piston model
of intra-monomer signaling. Studies by Chervitz and Falke showed that in the presence of
aspartate, the signaling helix, a4/TM2 is displaced approximately 1.6A vertically
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downward to its long axis accompanied by 5 tilt of the same helix with no detectable
movement in the other three TM helices (Chervitz and Falke, 1996).
Studies on transmembrane signaling using E. coli Tsr and Tar receptor chimeras
with heterologous combinations of TM1 and TM2 showed that TM2 regions of the two
receptors are interchangeable (Tatsuno et al., 1994). This suggests that sequence specific
interaction between TM1 and TM2 may not be required for signal transduction across the
membrane.
d. Boundaries of the Transmembrane Domain.
Due to lack of structural information about transmembrane region, proteinmembrane prediction programs (MEMSAT, DAS, PHDhtm, TopPred, TMHMM,
TMpred, HMMtop version 2.0, TMAP, Tmfinder, PRED-TMR, SPLIT 4.0 and SOSUI
mentioned in chapter 3, (Amin et al, 2006) have been generally used to study the
structure and to map the boundaries of the transmembrane proteins. Positively charged
residues are known to mark the cytoplasmic boundary of the domain while bulky
hydrophobic residues determine transmembrane localization. However, boundaries of
TM1 and TM2 in Trg have been identified using cysteine substitution and its accessibility
to hydrophilic sulfhydryl reagents (Boldog and Hazelbauer, 2004).
e. The Cytoplasmic Domain.
Bacterial chemoreceptors (including MCPs) diverge greatly in their periplasmic
domain, which are specific for different stimuli (Krikos et al, 1983; Zhulin, 2001). But
their cytoplasmic domains are highly conserved (Ames et al, 1988; Danielson et al.
1997; Krikos et al, 1983; Le Moual and Koshland, 1996; Wang and Koshland, 1980), as
is the mechanism of transmembrane signaling and kinase regulation. The conservation in
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the amino acid sequence is 5 to 35% in the periplasmic domain and 60 to 95% in the
cytoplasmic domain (Krikos et al., 1983). The structure of the cytoplasmic domain of
MCPs includes a linker region, two methylation helices (MH1 and MH2), the signaling
region (consisting of a highly conserved domain) and the C-terminal end.
The second transmembrane region, TM2, is joined to MH1 of the cytoplasmic
domain by a linker region (about 80 residues long), which was recently named a
‘HAMP’domain, because it is found in histidine kinases, adenylyl cyclases, methylaccepting chemoreceptors, and phosphatase (Aravind and Ponting, 1999). The HAMP
domain is a conserved domain for signal transduction in the two component systems.
This domain is important for proper folding of the protein and in transmitting the
periplasmic signal to the cytoplasmic signaling domain in the homodimeric receptors
(Butler and Falke, 1998). It appears to be folded and highly flexible, based on the fact
that i) it could not be resolved in the crystal structure and ii) electron microscopic
analysis of ordered assemblies of Tsr in membrane preparations measured the entire
cytosolic length of Tsr to be 190A, which is 70A shorter than the length predicted by xray crystallography (260A). The predicted structure of the HAMP domain, based on
cross-linking and secondary structure prediction programs is a helix-loop-helix. The
helices are amphipathic, and are therefore called amphipathic sequence 1 (AS-1) and
amphipathic sequence 2 (AS-2).
Hydrodynamic and circular dichroism studies first suggested that the cytoplasmic
domain of Tar is in an extended helical conformation (Long and Weis, 1992). Later, the
crystal structure of the cytoplasmic domain (amino acid residues 286-526) showed that
Tsr is a long coiled-coil of two antiparallel helices (methylation helices) connected by the
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signaling domain, which forms a four-helix bundle in a Tsr dimer (Kim et al., 1999).
Based on these data and the crystal structure of the ligand-binding domain of Tar (Chi et
al, 1997), a model of the intact E. coli Tsr receptor was constructed (Kim et al, 1999).
The receptor model was drawn for Tsr consisting of an 80A-long ligand binding domain,
a 40A-long transmembrane domain and a 260A-long cytoplasmic domain (380A).
The protein sequence of the signaling region is highly conserved among all
bacterial chemoreceptors (Kim et al, 1999; Le Moual and Koshland, 1996). This region
is important to study the mechanism by which the receptor mediated transmembrane
signal is translated by the cytoplasmic domain into kinase regulation. The signaling
domain contains the docking site for histidine kinase CheA and the coupling protein
CheW to form the active ternary complex (Bass et al, 1999; Bass and Falke, 1998).
Extensive interactions between the hydrophobic residues in the signaling domain are
important for stabilizing the ternary complex. Other intermolecular interactions in this
region lead to higher oligomerization of the chemoreceptors.
The C-terminal end of the high abundance chemoreceptors Tsr and Tar consist of
a conserved pentapeptide NWETF (asn-trp-glu-thr/ser-phe). This pentapeptide is the
binding site for soluble proteins CheR and CheB (Bamakov et al, 1999), which are
important for bacterial adaptation to the environmental stimuli.
2. Signaling cascade
Signal transduction in bacterial chemotaxis involves two highly integrated
processes: excitation, the initiation of a behavioral response; and adaptation, the
subsequent loss of sensitivity. Ligand interactions with the receptor generate an
intracellular signal that controls the flagellar motor via a series of phosphorylation
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reactions among soluble chemotaxis (Che) proteins (Borkovich and Simon, 1991; Falke
et al., 1997). The HCD of the receptor associates with a soluble histidine kinase (CheA)
and a coupling protein (CheW), together forming a kinetically stable ternary complex
(Borkovich and Simon, 1990; Gegner et al, 1992). The chemotaxis-signaling cascade is
summarized in Fig.l. In the absence of an attractant or presence of a repellant, the
signaling cascade is turned on causing autophosphorylation of CheA. CheA~P then
serves as a phosphodonor for CheY and CheY~P binds the flagellar motor switch,
causing the flagella to rotate clockwise (CW) and the cells tumble. In the presence of an
attractant the cascade is turned off and the flagellar motor rotates counterclockwise
(CCW) and the cells move smoothly.
CheA, a 71.3 kDa protein exists as a dimer. CheA has a modular organization
with different signaling functions allocated to its different domains: PI, a phosphotransfer
domain; P2, a response regulator-CheY docking domain (also assists transfer of the
phosphoryl group); P3, the central dimerization domain; P4, an ATP-binding domain; P5,
the C-terminal regulatory domain that responds to signals from the external environment
via the coupling protein CheW (Falke et al, 1997; Parkinson and Kofoid, 1992; Zhang et
al, 2005).
In the absence of an attractant or the presence of a repellent, CheA is
autophosphorylated at His-48 by ATP (Hess et al, 1988a; Hess et al, 1987). CheW, an
18 kDa monomeric soluble protein, promotes formation of complexes between MCPs and
CheA molecules, and is required for receptor-mediated activation of histidine kinase
activity (Borkovich et al, 1989; Liu and Parkinson, 1989). Due to its dual receptor and
kinase docking sites, high concentrations of CheW can dissociate the ternary complex by
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Fig. 1. Chemotaxis cascade. The membrane bound dimeric chemoreceptors modulate the
signaling cascade in response to the ligand bound in the periplasmic domain. The
cytoplasmic domain of the receptor binds to histidine kinase CheA and the coupling
protein CheW forming a ternary signaling complex. In the presence of a repellent, CheA
autophosphorylates and transfers its phosphoryl group to the response regulator CheY.
Phospho-CheY interacts with the flagellar motor causing the flagellar motor to rotate
clockwise (CW) and the cell tumbles. In presence of an attractant, the signaling is turned
off, and the flagellar motor rotates counterclockwise (CCW), and the cell swims
smoothly. CheR and CheB are the methyl transferase and methyl esterase respectively,
which modify the receptor to adapt to the environmental stimuli.
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driving the formation of separate CheW-receptor and CheW-CheA complexes (Liu and
Parkinson, 1991; Liu and Parkinson, 1989), leading to a decrease in receptor activity in
the presence of a high concentration of CheW.
CheA~P controls the signaling cascade by phosphorylating CheY, and the level of
chemoreceptor adaptation by phosphorylating CheB. CheY and CheB bind to the P2
domain of CheA and interact with the PI domain of CheA to capture a phosphoryl group
carried on a histidine side chain (Li et al., 1995). CheA~P rapidly transfers its phosphoryl
group to CheY, a 14 kDa monomeric protein, at Asp-57. CheY can also be
phosphorylated by small phosphodonors such as acetyl phosphate (Lukat et al., 1992),
though at a lower level. Phosphorylation of CheY reduces the affinity of the protein to
CheA and elevates the affinity of CheY~P to the protein FliM, a component of the
flagellar-motor supramolecular complex. Consequently CheY~P is released from the
receptor complex, which diffuses in the cytoplasm and interacts, via FliM, with the
flagellar motor complex. This causes the flagellar motor to change rotation from a
counterclockwise (CCW) direction to a clockwise (CW) direction, thus changing the
motility of the cell from smooth swimming to tumbling.
Phospho-CheY is inherently unstable, undergoing hydrolysis to release the
phosphate with a half-life of a few seconds (Hess et al, 1988b). CheY~P
dephosphorylation is accelerated by the phosphatase CheZ. CheZ exists as a dimer of 24
kDa subunits. CheZ forms a higher order oligomer with CheY~P and restores the cell to
smooth swimming by dephosphorylating CheY~P. Phospho-CheY bound to the FliM is
protected from dephosphorylation by CheZ (Bren et al, 1996). CheZ binds to CheAs,
“short” form of CheA, and not to the intact CheA (Kofoid and Parkinson, 1991). The
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CheAs lacks the phosphorylated His-48 residue but exhibits both kinase activity and the
ability to interact with and enhance the activity of CheZ (Wolfe et al, 1994).
The presence of an attractant inactivates the kinase resulting in no active CheY to
interact with the motor and the cell swims smoothly. Counterclockwise flagellar (CCW)
rotation (which acts as propellers to drive the cell) has been identified with smooth
swimming, and clockwise rotation (CW) with tumbling (Khan et al, 1978; Larsen et al.
1974). In the absence of any stimuli/ chemical, the bacterium exhibits random movement,
with long smooth runs interrupted with intermittent tumbles.
E. coli has approximately six flagella, which when rotated CCW come together to
form a bundle driving the cell to move forward. When the motor switched to CW
rotation, the flagellar bundle disrupts and the cell therefore ‘tumbles’. When the bundle
reforms, the cell is usually pointing in a new (random) direction for the next period of
smooth swimming.
3. Adaptation
All of the methylation sites are exposed on the surface of the dimeric receptor
(Kim et al, 1999). The MH1 transmits the signal from TM2 along with the information
from the methylation sites, to the signaling domain during kinase regulation.
Chemotactic bacteria adapt to the chemical environment by resetting the receptors to a
prestimulus state and responding to any further changes in the environment that may
occur. E.coli can sense and adapt to ligand concentrations that range over five orders of
magnitude (Bourret et al, 1991). The time required for adaptation is a function of the
strength of the stimulus, defined by the magnitude of the increase in ligand concentration
(Berg and Tedesco, 1975; Macnab and Koshland, 1972).
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The methylation helices, MH1 and MH2, on the either side of the highly
conserved domain, consist of the regulatory glutamate side chains. The methylation and
demethylation of these glutamate residues, catalyzed by CheR (methyl transferase) and
CheB (methyl esterase) proteins respectively, facilitate the process of adaptation.
CheR is a 33 kDa monomeric protein that binds to the C- terminal pentapeptide NWETF
of the receptor (Long dg and Weis 1996). Low abundance receptors (Trg or Tap), lack
this pentapeptide and are poorly methylated in the absence of high abundance receptors
(Tar or Tsr). CheR bound to Tar or Tsr can methylate adjacent Trg or Tap via an inter
dimer mechanism (Wu et al., 1996). CheR catalyzes the S-adenosyl-methioninedependent carboxymethylation of specific glutamic acid residues on the cytoplasmic
domain of the MCP. These glutamic acid residues are found in a methylation consensus
sequence, Glu-Glu-X-X-Ala-Ser/Thr (methylated residue underlined, Rice and Dahlquist,
1991; Terwilliger et al, 1983). MCPs have four to five methylation sites. Each
methylation site can be methylated independently (Kehry and Dahlquist, 1982), and the
number of MCPs methylated determines the level of adaptation. CheR mutants have
unmethylated receptors and a smooth phenotype.
Once the receptor is adapted, methyl groups (from the methylation sites) are
removed by the methyl esterase CheB, through catalytic hydrolysis of the methyl esters.
CheB also catalyzes enzymatic deamidation of the glutamine to methyl-accepting
glutamic acid (Kehry et al, 1983). CheB is a part of the feedback mechanism since it is
more active when phosphorylated by active CheA (CheA~P). CheB~P has at least 70fold higher methylesterase activity than the unmodified enzyme (Anand et al, 1998). A
CheB monomer has a molecular weight of 38 kDa and shares the same docking site
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(NWETF) with CheR (Bamakov et al, 1999). CheB mutants are over methylated
receptors and have a tumbly phenotype.
Opposite adaptational effects occur when the bacteria encounter steep increases in
repellant concentration. The de-adaptation process is much faster than the corresponding
adaptation process, requiring no more than a few seconds even for a large decrease in
attractant concentration (Springer et al, 1979). When an attractant and a repellent are
added simultaneously the two tend to cancel each other’s effects, suggesting opposite
behavioral effects (Adler and Tso, 1974; Tsang et al., 1973).
4. Clustering and Signal Amplification
The E. coli chemoreceptors and their associated cytoplasmic proteins CheA and
CheW form ternary complexes, that are localized predominantly in large aggregates,
called clusters, at one or both of the cell poles (Maddock and Shapiro, 1993). This
polarity of the MCPs is conserved in bacteria and archea (Gestwicki et al., 2000) but is
independent of the formation of ternary complex clusters (Lybarger and Maddock, 2000;
Skidmore et al, 2000). The polar clustering of MCPs is not dependent on any one type of
chemoreceptors. The integrity of the clusters is largely dependent on CheA and CheW,
indicating that these cytoplasmic proteins might form bridging connections or otherwise
stabilize direct connections between receptor molecules.
When expressed individually at the similar levels, the low-abundance receptors
Tap and Trg are polar but not clustered in the absence of the high-abundance receptors
(Lybarger and Maddock, 2000). Receptor clustering is believed to reflect the networking
interactions that underlie receptor-receptor communication and signal gain.
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Ames et al. (2002) provided genetic and biochemical evidence showing that the E.
coli Tsr and Tar receptors interact in ‘signaling teams’ larger than individual dimers,
forming trimers of dimers. The crystal structure of the E. coli Tsr receptor demonstrates
that MCPs can oligomerize through the association of their cytoplasmic signaling
domains to form trimers of dimers (Kim et al, 1999). On the basis of this, Kim and his
group predicted that dimers in the trimer of dimers interact with different dimers at the
periplasmic end (through non-specific interactions) from those interacting at the cytosolic
end (through sequence-specific interactions), forming an array of receptors in the
membrane (Kim et al, 2002). However, Francis et al. (2004), through electron
microscopic and single particle image analysis, came up with another model, conflicting
with the Kim model, suggesting inter-dimeric interactions in the periplasm and in the
cytosol are between the same receptor dimers. In either event, it apperars that the
periplasmic region of the MCPs form trimer-of-dimer neighbors as well. Kawagishi’s lab
(Homma et al, 2004) showed that Tar receptor dimers are in close proximity at the
periplasmic domain hexamers of dimers at the periplasmic end.
The role of clustering of chemoreceptor complexes is not yet known, but it is also
present in C. crescentus (Alley et al, 1992) and R. sphaeroides (Harrison et al., 1999). It
has been proposed that the clustering of the chemoreceptors plays a critical role in
amplification and gain of the chemotactic signal (Bray et al, 1998; Maddock and
Shapiro, 1993). Clustering could serve to increase the local concentration of signaling
components while limiting crosstalk with related pathways in the same cell.
C. Aerotaxis
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Aerotaxis, the ability of motile bacteria to migrate towards or away from oxygen,
was first described in bacteria more than a hundred years ago (Berg, 1975; Engelmann,
1881; Pfeffer, 1883; Taylor, 1983b). Engelmann and Pfeffer observed accumulation of
cells near air bubbles or other sources of oxygen. Beijerinck (1893) demonstrated
chemotaxis towards oxygen macroscopically by showing that motile bacteria placed at
the bottom of a test tube filled with water would form a sharp visible band seeking a
certain optimum concentration of oxygen.
Motile bacteria migrate to a microenvironment where the oxygen concentration is
optimum for energy production and growth. The preferred oxygen concentration of
several bacterial species has been estimated by measuring the oxygen levels in aerotactic
bands. They are in the range of: 200pM for Bacillus subtilis, an obligate aerobe (Wong et
al., 1995a), 50 pM for E. coli, a facultative anaerobe (M. S. Johnson, personal
communication), 4 pM for Azospirillium brasilense, a microaerophil, (Zhulin et al.
1996) and 0.4 pM for Desulfovibrio vulgaris, an aerotolerant anaerobe, in the range of
(Johnson et al, 1997). Depending on the bacterial species, oxygen may function as an
attractant or a repellant (Taylor, 1983b).
Aerotaxis requires a functional electron transport system (ETS). Oxygen
stimulates electron transport through ETS, increasing the proton motive force (Miller and
Koshland, 1977; Taylor, 1983a). Chemicals other than oxygen including nitrate, fumarate
and trimethylamine oxide that stimulate electron transport also elicit an aerotaxis-like
behavior response in bacteria (Taylor et al, 1979).
Quantitative analysis of aerotaxis was initially made using capillary assays. This method
could not distinguish between a role of respiration in forming a spatial gradient of oxygen
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and a requirement for the electron transport system in the signal transduction mechanism
of aerotaxis. Studies of the molecular mechanism of oxygen taxis began with the
development of temporal assays by the Taylor group (Laszlo and Taylor, 1981).
The aerotaxis-transducing protein is called Aer (aerotaxis, energy and redox
sensor). The Aer chemoreceptor in E. coli senses oxygen indirectly by monitoring the
changes in the ETS in the cell (Bibikov et al., 1997; Rebbapragada et al, 1997; Taylor et
al., 1979). Both Aer and Tsr chemoreceptors are intracellular energy sensors transducing
oxygen, redox, and energy signals for E. coli behavior (Bibikov et al, 1997;
Rebbapragada et al, 1997). Aer mediates responses to rapidly oxidizable substrates (even
if they are not good substrates for growth) while Tsr mediates responses towards
substrates that support maximum growth (even if they are not rapidly oxidizable) (GreerPhillips et al, 2003). This indicates that Aer may sense redox and Tsr senses proton
motive force (PMF). Recent studies in our laboratory (Edwards, J. C. and Taylor, B. L.,
unpublished) support the hypothesis that Aer and Tsr respectively sense redox and pmf
1. The Aer Protein
>

Aer is a 506 amino-acid protein with a molecular weight of 55 kDa. Aer is the
product of the aer gene (ORF506) located at 69.1 min on the E. coli chromosome and is
separate from the chemotaxis operon {Escherichia coli K-12 genome,
http://www.ncbi.nhn.nih.gov/entrez/query.fc^db^enome&cmd^Retrieve&dopt^Overv
iew&list uids^HS). On the basis of sequence analysis data, the Aer protein is divided
into different domains (Fig.2): an N-terminal PAS domain (residues -21-121) followed
by an FI domain (residues -122-166), a membrane domain (TM; residues -167-206) and
the C-terminal cytoplasmic domain [consisting of a HAMP domain (residues -207- 253)
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Fig.2. Cartoon comparing the domain structure between chemoreceptors Aer and the
methyl carrier protein (MCP). Aer lacks the periplasmic ligand-binding domain, but
shares the conserved signaling domain. Aer also lack the conventional methylation sites,
which are present in the MCPs.
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and a signaling domain (residues -254-506)] (Bibikov et al., 1997; Rebbapragada et al.,
1997). The FI domain, TM domain and the HAMP domain are required for FAD
binding. A green fluorescent protein (GFP) but not an alkaline phosphatase (AP) fusion
to the C-terminus of Aer has activity, indicating that the Aer C-terminus is cytosolic
(Daley et al, 2005). In comparison with the MCPs, Aer lacks the periplasmic ligand
binding domain, and has its sensing and signaling domains in the cytosol. Aer is a low
abundance receptor that forms a homodimer, like the MCPs. This dimeric form does not
require FAD binding or the signaling region (Ma et al, 2004).
a. The Aer-PAS domain
At present over 5,000 PAS domains have been identified, constituting a
superfamily of sensory input modules that are widespread in all the three kingdoms of
life: Bacteria, Archea, and Eukaryote (SMART, http://smart.embl-heidelberg.de). These
include histidine and serine/threonine kinases, chemoreceptors and photoreceptors for
taxis and tropism, circadian clock proteins, voltage-activated ion channels, cyclic
nucleotide phosphodiesterases, and regulators of responses to hypoxia and embryological
development of the central nervous system.
PAS is an acronym derived from the three proteins from which the PAS domain
was first identified: PER (Drosophila period clock protein), ARNT (vertebrate aryl
hydrocarbon receptor nuclear translocator and SIM (Drosophila single-minded protein)
from which PAS domain was first identified. In bacteria, PAS domains sense light,
oxygen, redox potential, energy and voltage (Taylor and Zhulin, 1999). The N-terminal
PAS domain sequence (residues 1 to 120) in Aer is similar to parts of NifL (an oxygen
responsive regulatory protein of Azotobacter vinelandii that binds FAD), FixL (an
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oxygen sensing domain of Bradyrhizobium japonicum that binds heme) and Bat (an
oxygen sensing domain of Halobacterium salinarium) (Bibikov et al, 1997;
Rebbapragada et al, 1997; Soderback et al, 1998; Zhulin et al, 1997).
The PAS domain in Aer is the sensing domain; it binds FAD non-covalently and
monitors the internal redox state of the cell. An increased amount of FAD is detected in
E. coli membranes upon overproduction of Aer, but purified Aer rapidly loses bound
FAD. It is likely that Aer uses FAD to monitor the oxidative and reductive states of the
electron transport system for signaling (Bibikov et al, 1997; Repik et al, 2000). Here,
the oxidation and reduction of FAD would trigger a conformational change in the PAS
domain resulting in the signaling ‘off or ‘on’ state of the receptor. The Aer N-terminus
requires the membrane anchor and the HAMP domain for proper folding (Herrmann et
al, 2004).
b. The Aer-Fl domain
The PAS domain of Aer is connected to the membrane anchor by the FI domain.
The structure and function of the FI domain is unknown. It is proposed that this domain
plays a role in FAD-binding, perhaps by stabilizing or contributing to the FAD-binding
pocket of the PAS domain (Bibikov et al, 2000). Missense mutation in the FI domain
abolished FAD binding (Bibikov et al, 2000), but more recent work suggests that this
was due to protein instability (J. S. Parkinson, personal communication).
c. The Aer-Transmembrane domain
The topology of Aer in the membrane is different from that of the typical
chemoreceptors. Unlike MCPs, which possess an extracellular ligand-binding domain
flanked by two hydrophobic transmembrane helices (TM1 and TM2), Aer lacks a
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periplasmic sensing domain (Fig. 2). Aer possesses only one hydrophobic segment,
which spans ~40 amino acid residues. This hydrophobic sequence and the regions
flanking are similar to transmembrane regions of Tsr lacking the intervening periplasmic
domain (Rebbapragada et al, 1997). The precise boundaries of the transmembrane
domain of Aer remain undefined.
The TM domain exhibits several characteristics consistent with two membranespanning segments separated by a hairpin loop. These include ~38 consecutive
hydrophobic residues, a central proline (PI86), and flanking N- and C-terminal arginines.
Central proline residues, in model systems, can convert a 40-residue single membranespanning hydrophobic polymer into two membrane-spanning helical segments (Nilsson et
al, 1998; Nilsson and von Heijne, 1998). From a survey of known membrane protein
structures, the length of the Aer membrane anchor meets the minimum requirements to
span the membrane once, extrude into the periplasm, and return to the cytosol, as shown
in Fig. 3B (Hildebrand et al, 2004). However, a number of other conceivable structures
(e.g., just one TM helix) (Fig. 3A) or a TM helix parallel to the membrane (Ren et al.
1997; Ren et al, 1999) could occur if this segment were unable to span the membrane
twice.
There are three positively charged residues adjacent to the amino-terminus and a
15-residue amphipathic sequence at the carboxyl end of the hydrophobic segment that
bracket the hydrophobic membrane anchor. Positively charged residues and the
amphipathic sequence, often located near the boundaries of transmembrane segments,
appear to be involved in specifying the topology of membrane proteins (Dalbey, 1990;
Ehrmann et al, 1990).
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Fig.3. Possible topology of Aer membrane anchor. A. A single membrane-spanning
segment would require that the N-terminal PAS domain be in the periplasm, since the Cterminal signaling domain must interact with the cytoplasmic cascade. B. A helix-loophelix membrane anchor would accommodate a cytosolic placement of both PAS and
signaling domains.
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The exact function of the TM domain of Aer is unclear. It is proposed to be
important for anchoring the receptor in the membrane to maintain proper registry
between the PAS and the HAMP domains, whose direct interactions has been proposed
(Watts et al., 2004). Whether the function of the TM region is to localize Aer to the
membrane or is actively involved in Aer signaling remains to be determined.
d. The Aer-Cytoplasmic domain
The sequence following the membrane anchor includes a HAMP domain and a
conserved signaling domain. The HAMP domain connects the membrane anchor to the
signaling domain. The HAMP domain of Aer, like that of MCPs (Appleman and Stewart,
2003; Butler and Falke, 1998; Ma et al, 2005), consists of two amphipathic helices (AS1
and AS2) connected by a region of undetermined structure. Mutations in the HAMP
domain that disrupt FAD binding to the Aer are suppressed by specific and nonspecific
second mutation in the PAS domain restoring FAD binding and Aer function (Watts et
al, 2004), suggesting a direct functional interaction between the two domains. In an Aer
dimer, the HAMP domain of one monomer appears to stabilize the structure of the
cognate PAS domain (other monomer) (Watts et al, 2006a). Preliminary cross-linking
data of the HAMP domain follows pattern consistent with a coiled-coil structure in this
region (Watts, K. J. and Taylor, B. L., unpublished).
The C-terminal domain of Aer shares 96.7% identity with the highly conserved
domain of Tsr. Residues 259 to 506, which include the highly conserved domain
(residues 348 to 412) as well as the methylation helices MH1 and MH2, (residues 284 to
309 and 472 to 497), are about 50% identical to the cytoplasmic signaling domain of the
MCPs (Bibikov et al, 1997).
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The signaling region of Aer forms a ternary complex with CheA and CheW and
modulates CheA autophosphorylation, which controls the flagellar rotation through the
common chemotaxis cascade (Fig. 2) (Rowsell et al, 1995).
2. Signaling in Aer
Redox changes in the FAD prosthetic group of the Aer PAS domain are thought
to trigger conformational changes that are propagated to the signaling domain. The
signaling route in Aer through which the signal propagates from the PAS domain to the
signaling domain is not known. In the MCPs, the signal travels from the periplasmic
sensing domain to the cytoplasmic HAMP and the signaling domain. This cannot be the
case in Aer because both the sensing and the signaling domains are cytosolic.
Initial work by Watts et al. (2004), suggests that the PAS domain and the HAMP
domain interact directly to modulate the flagellar-controlling output signals. More recent
studies with heterodimers of Aer (Watts et al, 2006a) showed that signaling in Aer is
symmetric, within a monomer. That is, the signal is transmitted from the PAS input
domain to the C-terminal signaling domain of the same monomer, but requires the
HAMP domain from the other monomer to stabilize the PAS sensor from the cognate
monomer.
3. Adaptation in Aerotaxis
Niwano and Taylor (1982) showed that CheR mutants, or wild-type cells depleted
of S-adenosyl methionine by methionine starvation or cycloleucine treatment did not
have an altered response time for oxygen; however the MCP mediated responses in the
same cells were prolonged. This indicates that the sensory adaption to aerotactic stimuli
could be due to methylation-independent behavior in E. coli.
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Aer, like the low abundance receptors Trg and Tap, lacks the pentapeptide
sequence (NWETF) at its C-terminus. This sequence binds the adaptation modification
enzymes CheR and CheB. The so-called ‘methylation sites’ in Aer do not conform to the
consensus motif for CheR and CheB substrates and are often referred to as unorthodox
methylation sites and are not involved in adapting to aerotactic stimuli. The early work of
Niwano and Taylor (1982) was recently confirmed by Bibikov et al. (2004), who
demonstrated that unlike MCPs, Aer-mediated aerotaxis is independent of CheR or
CheB. They showed that mutant Aer proteins lacking methylatable sites in the signaling
domain were functional.
In contrast to E. coli and S. typhimurium, adaptation of aerotaxis in B. subtilis
(Wong et al, 1995b) and in H. salinarium (Lindbeck et al, 1995) is methylation
dependent. Interestingly, Bibikov et al. (2004) made chimeric tranducers of E. coli Aer
and Tar joined after the HAMP domain of Aer to the signaling domain of Tar. These
chimeras exhibited both methylation-dependent and methylation-independent aerotactic
behavior. In effect they created a new aerotactic receptor with a different means of
adaptation. The exact mechanism of Aer adaptation remains unclear.
4. Polar localization of Aer
Aer polar localization has requirements typical of low abundance MCPs.
Preliminary studies from the Taylor laboratory have shown that Aer, like the MCPs
localize at the cell poles in E. coli (Salcedo, D. and Taylor, B. L., unpublished). The polar
localization in Aer requires CheA and CheW, and the presence of the high abundance
receptor Tsr or Tar. The formation of polar foci may also require Braun’s lipoprotein.
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D. Significance of the study
Bacteria use different strategies to navigate to niches where environmental factors
are favorable for growth. While chemotaxis helps the organism move towards a nutrient
rich environment and away from harmful chemicals, aerotaxis guides the organism to an
environment that supports maximal energy levels in the cell. Aerotaxis is a universal
property of motile bacteria. In a microenvironment that stresses bacterial energy levels,
aerotaxis and energy taxis behaviors dominate over strong chemotactic responses to
initiate an emergency response allowing the cells to escape the hypoxic environment
(Taylor et al., 1999). However, bacteria cannot solely rely on energy taxis, because cells
could then be trapped in an oxygen rich environment deprived of any carbon source
(Zhulin and Taylor, 1998). The Aer mediated responses may be viewed as avoidance
responses that have a role in bacteria similar to that of the “fright and fight” responses
mediated by adrenalin in humans (Taylor, 2004).
Aer and the MCPs belong to Type I membrane receptors, which regulates twocomponent phosphorelay systems. This two-component phosphorelay system is found
both in prokaryotes and in lower eukaryotes, involved in important cellular functions
including regulation in chemotaxis, cell division, metabolic utilization, pathogenesis,
sporulation, outer membrane protein expression and others (Fabret et al, 1999; Grebe
and Stock, 1999; Parkinson and Kofoid, 1992).
Aer is an unorthodox MCP with its cytosolic intra cellular sensor, the PAS
domain. PAS domains are found in all three kingdoms of life present in the families of
chemoreceptors and photoreceptors, histidine and serine/threonine kinases, circadian
clock proteins, voltage-activated ion channels, cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterase, and
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regulators of responses to hypoxia and many other proteins from bacteria to humans
(Taylor and Zhulin, 1999; Zhulin et ai, 1997). Knowledge of the organization of the
transmembrane domain of Aer can help understanding of the membrane structure of other
PAS containing proteins of similar type (Zhulin et al., 1997; Zhulin et al, 2003; Zhulin
and Taylor, 1998).
E. coli is extraordinarily sensitive to its chemical environment. Concentration
changes as small as 1 part per 1,000 can trigger a substantial change in the probability of
its next tumbling episode. This high sensitivity prevails over a wide dynamic range, from
low nanomolar to nearly millimolar concentrations. The ratio of the fractional change in
motor bias to the fractional change in receptor occupancy, termed as the signal gain, is a
measure of the amplification properties of the sensing-response system. The overall gain
factor in the chemotaxis signaling pathway is about 50. High gain implies that the
sensory information detected by a few receptors is somehow shared with other receptors
to produce an amplified output signal. The simplest mechanism of receptor-receptor
communication, initially modeled by Dennis Bray and colleagues (1998) and
subsequently by other theoreticians, would be to propagate conformational changes
through direct physical connections between receptors.
E. coli is the best characterized bacterium, and the chemotaxis system is the best
characterized signal transduction system. The Aer protein, which is a membrane bound
internal energy sensor that feeds into this signal transduction pathway mostly, is an
excellent experimental model for oxygen/energy sensing.
The ecological significance of behavioral responses like energy taxis in E. coli is
unknown (Alexandre et al, 2004). Shitashiro et al. (2003) demonstrated the potential use
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of bacterial aerotaxis in detecting the toxicity of chemicals to microorganisms. They
estimated the toxicity level of test chemicals by noting the levels corresponding to 50%
inhibition in aerotaxis, using GFP-tagged Pseudomonas aeruginosa as a model.
E. Purpose and Approach of this Dissertation
The receptors that mediate chemotaxis by E. coli are the best-characterized
members of a large family of bacterial chemoreceptors and of a larger family of
prokaryotic and eukaryotic sensory receptors.
Aer is the internal sensor of the cell environment with both its N-terminal sensing
domain and C-terminal signaling domain cytoplasmic. The structure and function of the
TM domain of Aer that flank these two domains remains undefined. Also, the
hydrophobic boundaries of chemoreceptor transmembrane helices are only vaguely
defined, as is the case for most membrane proteins. The TM domain of the MCPs forms a
four-helix bundle and is shown to transmit signal from the periplasmic sensing domain to
the cytoplasmic signaling domain. Since Aer lacks the periplasmic ligand-binding
domain, it is likely that Aer-TM domain has an unusual topology; whether it participates
in signaling or simply functions, as a membrane anchor is unknown. Further Aer shares
homology with the cytoplasmic domain of the MCPs and the signaling cascade forming
ternary complex with CheA and CheW. It is likely that Aer like the MCPs, form higher
organization consistent with trimers of dimers, which is a proposed means for signal
amplification.
This dissertation aims to study the topology of Aer in the membrane of E. coli and
multimeric interactions between Aer dimers at the periplasmic and the cytosolic ends.
The role of the signaling region on the periplasmic interactions is also evaluated. Two
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different models have been proposed for the trimer of dimers organization of the MCPs.
According to one model, the Kim model, trimer of dimers interactions are between
different receptor dimers at the cytosolic end than at the periplasmic end while according
to the other model, the Francis model, interactions between receptor dimers are between
the same receptors at both the ends. In this dissertation, an attempt is made to study
which model Aer fits into.
Approach: Cysteine scanning and in vivo cross-linking
Both molecular and biochemical techniques have been employed for this study.
The main experimental approach to the questions addressed is in vivo cross-linking of the
Aer receptor using introduced cysteine replacements.
In this technique, directed mutagenesis is used to introduce cysteine residues and
thus target the sulthydryl group and its diverse chemistry to specific regions of a protein.
Since Aer is a homodimeric receptor, a given single-cysteine substitution introduces a
pair of symmetric cysteines into the dimer (Falke et al., 1988; Falke and Koshland,
1987). Cysteine substitutions are typically relatively non-perturbing, in part owing to the
flexibility and small size of the cysteine side chain. Also, the polarity of the sulfhydryl
group can adjust to its environment: in nonpolar surroundings the sulfhydryl is fully
protonated and relatively hydrophobic, whereas in a polar environment a significant
degree of sulfanion character can develop (Bass et al, 1999). In a dynamic protein, two
proximal cysteines can collide and under oxidizing conditions, form a disulfide bond. As
shown in Fig. 4, the dimeric protein can be separated from the monomeric form on a
Western blot. The rate of disulfide bond formation generally decreases as the average
distance between the cysteines increases; however, local sterics, electrostatics and
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Fig.4. Schematic representation of cysteine cross-linking. In the presence of copper
phenanthroline (CuPhe), nearby, colliding cysteines from two cognate monomers cross
link, forming a disulfide bond. The cross-linked Aer dimer can be separated on SDSPAGE under non-reducing conditions, electroblotted, and visualized using antisera
against Aer.
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dynamics also modulate the reaction (Careaga and Falke, 1992). The oxidation reaction
provides comparatively slow disulfide-bond formation for proximal pairs of cysteines
(Butler and Falke, 1998; Chen and Koshland, 1997). Also the introduced sulfhydryl can
be used to study surface accessibility of the protein at the particular residue.
In this project, I attempt to study the organization of Aer in the membrane anchor
and the multimeric interactions between the Aer receptors. Single cysteine replacement
constructs in the TM region were subjected to oxidative cross-linking in the presence of
0.3 mM CuPhe. Cross-linking data of the cysteine replacements in the membrane did not
follow a defined periodicity consistent with a-helices, as expected for membrane
proteins. To further study the structure of the receptor in the membrane, I made binary
cysteine replacements in the membrane. I found that the cross-linking residues in the
membrane were specifically colliding either within the same dimer (intra-dimeric), or
between different dimers (inter-dimeric) or both intra- and inter-dimerically, forming
definite collisional faces between Aer dimers. Membrane boundaries were also analyzed
using a surface accessibility approach.
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CHAPTER TWO
MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Bacterial Strains, Plasmids and Growth Conditions.
BT3312 [aer tsr, (Repik et al., 2000)] or BT3388 [aer tsr tar tap trg (Yu et al.
2002)] are derivatives of E. coli strain RP437, which is wild type for aerotaxis (Parkinson
and Houts, 1982). The parental plasmids used were pTrc99A, an isopropyl-P-Dthiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) inducible expression vector (Rebbapragada et al., 1997),
and pMBl, a derivative of pTrc99A (Amin et al., 2006, chapter 3). Bacterial cells were
grown at 30°C for behavioral studies and protein expression, or at 37°C for preparation of
competent cells.
B. Molecular Genetic Techniques
a. Isolation of Plasmid DNA
Plasmid DNA was isolated using the QIAprep® Spin Miniprep Kit (Qiagen,
Valencia, CA), as per the kit instructions.
b. Isolation of Chromosomal DNA
To prepare template DNA, a large colony was suspended in 100 pi of deionized
water in an eppendorf tube. Cells were mashed, vortexed well and boiled for 3 min to
release plasmid and chromosomal DNA. Cells were spun briefly for 5-10 sec, and 3 pi of
sample (containing chromosomal DNA) was drawn in a way that avoided the debris at
the bottom of the eppendorf tube (the pipette tip was placed about half way into the
sample).
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2. Transformation oiE. coli Cells
Cells were transformed by electroporation, heat shock transformation or chemical
transformation.
a. Electroporation
Electrocompetent cells for electroporation were prepared according to the
protocol from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA) with the following modifications. A fresh single
colony was inoculated into 10 ml of LB medium in a 250 ml culture flask and incubated
overnight (12-16 h) at 37°C with vigorous shaking. This overnight grown culture was
inoculated into 1 L of LB medium in a 2 L flask and incubated at 37°C with vigorous
shaking until the OD6oo=0.5 to 0.6 (approximately 3 h). The culture was transferred to
two pre chilled, sterile 500 ml centrifuge bottles and incubated on ice for 30 min. The
cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 4,000 rpm for 15 min in a pre-chilled Sorvall GS3 rotor in a Sorvall Superspeed RC2-B automatic refrigerated centrifuge (Dupont
Instruments, Newton, CT). The cell pellet was washed twice, first with 500 ml and next
with 250 ml of sterile distilled cold water and centrifuged as above. The pellet was re
suspended in 20 ml cold sterile 10% (vol/vol) glycerol and centrifuged at 6,000 rpm for
15 min in two 50 ml centrifuge bottles in a pre-chilled Sorvall SS-34 rotor. Each pellet
was suspended in 1 ml of cold sterile 10% (vol/vol) glycerol and 50 pi of this suspension
was aliquoted into pre-chilled microcentrifuge tubes and immediately frozen in dry iceethanol bath and stored at -80°C.
For electroporation, about 2 pi of DNA (~0.5 pg) was mixed with 50 pi of freshly
thawed electrocompetent cells. The mixture was transferred to a 0.2 cm electroporation
cuvette (BioRad Laboratories, Hercules, CA) and pulsed at 2.5 kV, 25 pFD capacitance,
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and 200 Q resistance using the BioRad™ Gene Pulser System. The cells were
immediately re-suspended in 1 ml of SOC medium (2% Bacto Tryptone, 0.5% yeast
extract, 10 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KC1, 10 mM MgCl2.6H20 and 10 mM MgS04.7H20 and
20 mM glucose) and transferred to a sterile culture tube to recover at 37°C for 1 h with
shaking at 225 rpm.
b. Heat Shock Transformation
Chemically-competent cells were prepared for heat shock transformation using a
modified method from Inoue et al. (1990). Five ml of an overnight grown culture was
inoculated into 500 ml LB, at 37°C and grown to OD6oo= 0.6. The cells were placed on
ice for 10 min before pelleting by centrifugation at 3,000 rpm (2,500g) in a pre chilled
Sorvall GS-3 rotor for 10 min at 4°C. The cells were re-suspended in 160 ml of ice-cold
TB buffer [lOmM piperazine N, AL-bis (2-ethanesulfonic acid) (PIPES), 15 mM CaCl2,
250 mM KC1, pH 6.7, and 55 mM MnCl2]. The cells were incubated on ice for 10 min
before pelleting by centrifugation as before. The pellet was incubated on ice for 10 min
followed by re-suspending it in 40 ml of TB buffer supplemented with 10% (vol/vol)
glycerol and then incubated on ice for additional 10 min. The cell suspension was
dispensed in 150 pi aliquots into pre chilled microcentrifuge tubes and frozen
immediately in a dry ice-ethanol bath and stored at -80°C.
For transformation, 50 pi of chemically competent cells were thawed and mixed
with DNA. The mixture was incubated on ice for 30 min followed by heat shock at 42°C
for 45 s without agitation. The cells were further incubated on ice for an additional 2 min,
and recovered in 1 ml of SOC medium at 37°C for 1 h with shaking at 225 rpm.
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c. Chemical Transformation
Chemical transformation was performed using the TransformAid ™ Bacterial
Transformation Kit (MBI Fermentas, Hanover, MD). Transformation using this kit
requires as little as 10 to 100 pg of supercoiled DNA. The transformation efficiency with
DNA containing the ampicillin resistance gene is ~106 to 107. Transformation using this
kit is quick and does not involve pretreatment of the cells (like electroporation or heat
shock), nor 1 hr incubation period for cells to recover (as does the other two procedures).
3. Site-directed Mutagenesis
In vitro site-directed mutagenesis is an invaluable technique for studying protein
structure-function relationships and gene expression, and for carrying out vector
modification. The QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis kit® (Stratagene Cloning
Systems, La Jolla, CA) can be used to make point mutations, replace amino acids, and
delete or insert single or multiple amino acids. Pfu turbo® replicates both plasmid strands
with high fidelity without displacing the mutant oligonucleotide primers. The amplified
product is treated WiXhDpn I endonuclease (target sequence: 5'-Gm6ATC-3', which is
specific for methylated and hemi-methylated DNA), which digests the parental DNA
template to select for mutation-containing synthesized DNA.
Single, double, triple and tetra-cysteine replacements in Aer were made by sitedirected mutagenesis using pMBl as a template with mutation-specific primers, and the
QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis kit. Each plasmid was transformed by heat shock
transformation or chemical transformation into a particular E. coli strain. Expression of
the Aer protein was confirmed by Western blot analysis.
4. Polymerase chain Reaction (PCR)
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a. Inverse PCR
Inverse PCR, described by Ochman et al. (1988), is a rapid in vitro method for
amplifying the circularized DNA fragments that flank a region of known sequence. This
method is a modification of the PCR, used to insert a loop of three amino acids Ser-GlySer in place of Pro 186 in Aer. Primers with codons for these insertions were synthesized
in opposite directions, to be able to amplify the upstream and downstream regions in
place of Prol86. Both primers were phosphorylated for complete ligation.
5. Allelic Exchange
Construction of BT3411 (CheWaer tap). Strain BT3411 (CheWaer tap) was
constructed from RP1078 (CheWtap) deleting the aer gene (from the E. coli
chromosome) by allelic exchange using plasmid pKOS. The pK03 vector is a gene
replacement vector that contains a temperature-sensitive origin of replication and markers
for positive and negative selection for chromosomal integration and excision (Hamilton
et al, 1989; Link et al, 1997). The vector pK03 (containing a temperature sensitive
origin of replication, a chloramphenicol resistance gene and a sacB gene) integrates into
the chromosome by homologous recombination creating tandem duplication at the
nonpermissive temperature. When shifted to the permissive temperature, the replication
of origin in the host chromosome is detrimental, and the vector is excised from the
chromosome. To select for the loss of vector sequence from the cell, the B. subtilis gene
sacB was incorporated into the vector, since expression of sacB in the presence of
sucrose is detrimental to E. coli.
RP1078 was transformed with plasmid pK03 using the chemical transformation
method. The transformants were transferred on chloramphenicol plates and incubated at
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44°C. Only transformants with integrated pK03 can grow at 44°C since free plasmid will
not replicate at this temperature. Colonies grown at 44°C were then screened for the
aer.erm mutation. Several of these colonies were pooled into 5 ml of LB broth containing
7.5% sucrose and 200 pg/ml erythromycin, and grown overnight at 30°C. Colonies grown
in presence of erythromycin at 30°C were indicative of successful recombination. Single
isolated colonies were assayed for the successful loss of the pK03 plasmid by testing
their ability to grow on both erythromycin and chloramphenicol. Colonies resistant to
erythromycin but susceptible to chloramphenicol were then screened using PCR.
C. Biochemical Techniques
1. Protein Expression
To check for protein expression, E. coli cells transformed with a particular
plasmid were grown in LB medium supplemented with ampicillin and incubated
overnight (12 to 16 h) at 30°C with vigorous shaking. From this, 50 p,l cells were
subcultured into 5 ml of LB medium supplemented with ampicillin and grown as before
until OD6oo= 0.4, induced with 0.6 mM IPTG, and allowed to grow for an additional 3 h.
From this, 1 ml of cells were centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 1 min and re-suspended in
200 |il of 2x Sample buffer [1.5% Tris-HCl, pH 6.8, 4% SDS, 4%(wt/vol) glycerol,
0.006% bromophenol blue] containing 2% (vol/vol) p-mercaptoethanol. Cells were
boiled for 5 min and cooled on ice before loading onto a gel for SDS-PAGE.
2. SDS-PAGE and Western Blot
Protein samples were separated on Tris-Tricine SDS-PAGE (Schagger and Von,
1987) in a BioRad Mini-Protean® Dual Slab cell, and identified using Western blot, as
described previously (Repik et al, 2000).
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3. Preparation of Membrane Vesicles
Membrane vesicles containing single cysteine replacements in Aer were prepared
according to the protocol described in Amin et al. (2006, chapter 3). The concentration of
protein in the membrane was measured by the BCA (bicinchoninic acid) assay using
bovine serum albumin as the standard.
4. In vivo Cross-linking using Cu-Phe
In vivo cross-linking of single cysteine replacements at 23°C or at 4°C was
performed as described in Amin et al. (2006, chapter 3). Multiple cysteine cross-linking
to study higher oligomerization of Aer was performed according to the modified protocol
described in chapter 4.
5. In vivo Cross-linking using Sulfhydryl Reactive Linkers
In vivo cross-linking using BMH or BMOE linker was performed as described in
chapter 4.
6. 5-1AF Accessibility Studies using Membrane Vesicles
Cysteine accessibility studies using 5-IAF were done according to the method
described in Amin et al. (2006, chapter 3). Controls with increased 5-IAF concentrations
or with increased time of exposure to the probe was performed in parallel to confirm
reagent accessibility.
7. Reaction with mPEG
In vitro accessibility studies of the introduced cysteines in the membrane to the
mPEG reagent were done according to the method described in Amin et al. (2006,
chapter 3).
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8. AMS-blocking Studies
In vivo studies to map the periplasmic location of the introduced cysteines using
AMS were performed as described in Amin et al. (2006, chapter 3).
D. Spatial Assays
1. Succinate Swarm Plates
The succinate swarm plates were made with HI minimal media salts
supplemented with 0.28% agar, 30mM succinate and 50 p-g/ml ampicillin. Plates were
inoculated with 3 pi of fresh overnight culture and incubated at 30°C for 16 to 24 h.
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A. Abstract
Escherichia coli chemoreceptors are type I membrane receptors that have a
periplasmic sensing domain, a cytosolic signaling domain and two transmembrane
segments. The aerotaxis receptor, Aer, is different in that both its sensing and signaling
regions are proposed to be cytosolic. This receptor has a 38 residue hydrophobic segment
that is thought to form a membrane anchor. Most transmembrane prediction programs
predict a single transmembrane spanning segment, but such a topology is inconsistent
with recent studies indicating that there is direct communication between the membrane
flanking PAS and HAMP domains. We studied the overall topology and membrane
boundaries of the Aer membrane anchor using a cysteine scanning approach. The
proximity of 48 cognate cysteine replacements in Aer dimers was determined in vivo by
measuring the rate and extent of disulfide cross-linking after adding the oxidant copper
phenanthroline both at room temperature, and, to decrease lateral diffusion in the
membrane, at 4°C. Membrane boundaries were identified in membrane vesicles using 5iodoacetamidofluorescein and methoxy polyethylene glycol 5000 (mPEG-5000). To map
periplasmic residues, accessible cysteines were blocked in whole cells by pretreatment
with 4-acetamido-4'-maleimidylstilbene-2, 2' disulfonic acid before lysing the cells in the
presence of mPEG-5000. The data were consistent with two membrane-spanning
segments separated by a short periplasmic loop. Although the membrane anchor contains
a central proline residue that reaches the periplasm, its position was permissive to several
amino acid and peptide replacements.
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B. Introduction
Escherichia coli has five chemoreceptors that guide cells to favorable
environments (41, 47). Four of these are methyl-accepting chemoreceptors that bind
periplasmic ligands and transmit this information across the membrane to the cytosolic
two-component chemotaxis cascade. The fifth receptor, Aer, is an aerotaxis, energy and
redox sensor containing N-terminal PAS sensing and C-terminal signaling domains
separated by a putative membrane anchor (1, 2, 52, 56).
Although not proven, several lines of evidence indicate that both PAS sensor and
C-terminal signaling domains of Aer are cytosolic: i) all known PAS domains are
intracellular sensors (62, 68); ii) native folding of the N-terminal PAS domain requires
HAMP domain residues that are C-terminal to the membrane anchor (18); iii) mutations
in the HAMP domain are suppressed by mutations in the PAS domain (65); iv) GFP
fusions to Aer N- (D. Salcedo and M.S. Johnson, unpublished data) or C-termini (11)
fluoresce. Since GFP fluoresces in the cytosol but not in the periplasm (11) both N- and
C-termini are likely cytosolic. Thus, a topology similar to that of MCPs, where the sensor
is periplasmic and the signaling region is cytosolic is not likely.
Aer has just one hydrophobic segment long enough to span the membrane. The
region exhibits several hallmarks consistent with two membrane-spanning segments
separated by a hairpin loop. These include ~38 consecutive hydrophobic residues, a
central proline (PI86), and flanking N- and C-terminal arginines (Fig. 5). It is known that
successive positively-charged residues near the boundaries of a TM segment tend to be
cytoplasmic, whereas negatively charged residues near boundaries of a TM tend to be
exported (10, 14, 29, 59). Furthermore, central proline residues, in model systems, can
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FIG. 5. Hypothetical membrane anchor topology for the dimeric Aer receptor. (A) A
helix-loop-helix membrane anchor would accommodate a cytosolic placement for both
PAS and signaling domains. (B) An expanded view of the membrane region (highlighted
in gray) for one Aer monomer, including the residues examined in this study.
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convert a 40-residue single membrane-spanning hydrophobic polymer into two
membrane-spanning helical segments (44). However, the central Pro 186 present in E.
coli Aer is not conserved in other Aer proteins, so its influence may not be important for
membrane topology. From a survey of known membrane protein structures (19), the
length of the Aer membrane anchor meets the minimum requirements to span the
membrane once, extrude into the periplasm, and return to the cytosol (Fig. 5). However, a
number of other conceivable structures (e.g., parallel to the bilayer surface) could occur if
this segment were unable to span the membrane twice (54, 55).
To determine the overall topology of the Aer homodimeric protein, we used a
cysteine scanning approach in whole cells (33) and in membrane vesicles (3, 23, 35). We
estimated the proximity of cognate cysteine replacements by measuring the rate and
extent of dimer formation after the addition of the oxidant copper phenanthroline.
Membrane boundaries were identified using a series of sulfhydryl reactive probes (3, 23,
35). We show that the Aer membrane anchor spans the membrane twice, and contains a
central, flexible loop that faces the periplasmic space. However, the orientation between
cognate transmembrane helical faces could not be identified due to the sparse crosslinking within the membrane core.
C. Materials and Methods
Reagents. Methoxy polyethylene glycol (mPEG-5000) was purchased from
Nektar Therapeutics (Huntsville, AL), 4-acetamido-4'-maleimidylstilbene-2, 2’disulfonic acid, disodium salt (AMS) was from Molecular Probes, Inc. (Eugene, OR), 5iodoacetamidofluorescein (5-1AF) was from Pierce (Rockford, IL), PEFAbloc was from
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Centerchem (Norwalk, CT) and N-ethyl maleimide (NEM) was purchased from Sigma
(St. Louis, MO).
Membrane prediction algorithms. The membrane spanning segments of Aer
were predicted by analyzing the entire Aer sequence with the following programs:
MEMSAT (25, 27), DAS (8), PHDhtm (57, 58), TopPred (7, 64), TMHMM(30),
TMpred (21), HMMtop version 2.0 (63), TMAP (50, 51), TMfmder (12), PRED-TMR
(49), SPLIT 4.0 (28) and SOSUI (20).
Bacterial strains and plasmids. BT3312 [aer tsr (56)] is a derivative of E. coli
strain RP437, which is wild type for aerotaxis (48). Plasmid pMBl is a cysteine minus
(C-less: Aer-C193S/C203A/C253A) derivative of pGHl [wild type Aer (52)], and was
derived by digesting pGHl with Smal and Sail and replacing Aer with a C-less Aer
construct previously engineered in pSB20 (2, 38). Both pGHl and pMBl are derivatives
of pTrc99A, under the control of the isopropyl-B-D-thiogalactopyranoside (EPTG)
inducibleptrc promoter (52).
Single cysteine replacements in the membrane anchor region (residues 163 to
210) of Aer were made in pMBl using the Quik Change site-directed mutagenesis kit
from Stratagene (La Jolla, California). Each plasmid was transformed by heat shock into
BT3312. Expression of the Aer protein was confirmed by Western blot analysis using
antisera against Aer2-i66 (56), and the mutation was confirmed by DNA sequencing. All
cysteine replacement constructs were inoculated on semisolid succinate swarm plates
containing 100 pg ml'1 ampicillin to assess aerotactic behavior as described previously
(2).
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In vivo cross-linking using copper phenanthroline. Cells expressing single
cysteine replacements were grown in HI minimal media salts supplemented with 30 mM
succinate, 0.1% Casamino Acids, and 100 pg ml'1 ampicillin, and induced with 50 pM
IPTG. Cysteine cross-linking using copper phenanthroline was performed as described by
Lee et al. (32) with the following modifications. Unless otherwise stated, the standard
reaction was carried out at 23°C for various time intervals (0, 2, 5, 10, 15 min) and
quenched with a stop solution containing 2.5 mM final concentration of NEM (32). To
limit lateral diffusion of Aer in the membrane, a parallel reaction was carried out at 4°C
with cells and oxidant that had been pre-cooled separately at 4°C for 10 min prior to
initiating the reaction. After 20 min at 4°C, the reaction was quenched with stop solution
containing NEM (as above), and incubated for an additional 10 min at 4°C before boiling.
Samples were run on SDS-PAGE under non-reducing conditions and Western blotted. A
control was used to test for artifactual cross-linking during the denaturation step by
incubating cells with 2.5 mM NEM prior to oxidation with copper phenanthroline.
Percentage cross-linking was calculated by dividing the intensity of the cross-linked
dimer band to the sum of the intensities of monomer and dimer band, multiplied by 100.
BT3312/pGHl (38) and BT3312/pMBl were used as positive and negative cross-linking
controls, respectively. The extent of cross-linking for 10 min at 23°C and 20 min at 4°C
was compared for all cysteine replacements.
Preparation of membrane vesicles. Bacterial membranes containing wild type
or mutated Aer receptors expressed at approximately 10% of the total membrane protein
were prepared as previously described by Butler and Falke (4) with several
modifications. Five ml of overnight cultures were inoculated into 250 ml of HI minimal
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salts media. Cultures were shaken at 30°C, induced with 0.6 mM IPTG at OD^cr" 0.4 and
grown for an additional 3 h. Cells were harvested by centrifugation at 10,000 x g for 10
min at 4°C and re-suspended in 4 ml of Low-salt buffer [100 mM sodium phosphate pH
7.0, 10% glycerol, 10 mM EDTA, 1 mM 1,10-phenanthroline containing freshly added
46 mM dithiothreitol (DTT) and 2 mM PEFAbloc]. Cells were disrupted by 3 freezethaw cycles, lysed by sonication (Branson Sonifier cell disrupter 200) at 60% power
(three 15-sec bursts with 45-sec pauses) in an ice/salt bath and centrifuged at 12,000 x g
for 20 min at 4°C. Membranes were pelleted by centrifugation at 485,000 x g for 20 min
and washed 3 times as follows. Membrane pellets were re-suspended by sonication in
High-salt buffer 1 [20 mM sodium phosphate pH 7.0, 2 M KC1, 10% glycerol, 10 mM
EDTA, 1 mM 1,10 phenanthroline, containing freshly added 5 mM DTT and 2 mM
PEFAbloc], pelleted, re-suspended in High salt buffer 2 (without DTT and 1,10phenanthroline), pelleted, re-suspended in the Final buffer (with no DTT, 1,10phenanthroline or KC1), pelleted, re-suspended in 200 pi of Final buffer, aliquoted.
frozen in a dry ice/ethanol bath and stored at -80°C. The concentration of protein in the
membrane was measured with the BCA assay (Pierce chemical) using bovine serum
albumin as the standard. Frozen membrane preparations were diluted to the required
concentration with Final buffer prior to use.
Accessibility studies with 5-IAF. These experiments were modifications of the
protocol described by Boldog and Hazelbauer (3). Membrane vesicles containing
between 5 and 15 pg of protein in 12 pi of Final buffer were incubated with 5-IAF (500
pM in dimethyl formamide) in the presence and absence of 1% SDS to label the
denatured and native forms of the protein, respectively. The SDS treated reaction mixture
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was boiled for 5 min, whereas the native sample was incubated at 23°C for 5 min. Both
reactions were stopped by the addition of 10 pi of SDS sample buffer containing 5% Bmercaptoethanol. Samples were boiled for 5 min and subjected to SDS-PAGE.
Immediately after electrophoresis, wet gels were analyzed for fluorescein fluorescence on
an alpha-Innotech gel documentation system using a UV light box. The total protein in
each Aer-[5-IAF] band was estimated by staining the gel with Coomassie blue. The
percent accessibility for each residue was calculated by taking the ratio of the native to
denatured Aer fluorescence divided by the ratio of native to denatured Aer protein, and
multiplying by 100.
Accessibility studies with mPEG. Between 4 and 6 pg of membrane vesicles in
13 pi of Final buffer were incubated with mPEG (5 mM final concentration). Parallel
reactions of native proteins were carried out at 23°C and at 4°C for 1 hr. The reactivity of
the denatured forms was determined in the presence of 1% SDS at ~100°C for 5 min.
Reactions were stopped by the addition of 6.75 pi of SDS sample buffer containing 5%
B-mercaptoethanol. Samples were boiled for 5 min, run on SDS-PAGE and Western
blotted. Accessibility to mPEG was measured by comparing the accessibilities under
native and denaturing conditions.
Pre-blocking accessible cysteines with AMS in intact cells. Whole intact cells
with single cysteine replacements in the membrane anchor were incubated with or
without AMS (8 mM final concentration) in Final buffer for 45 min at 23°C. Unreacted
AMS was removed by 3 washes in Final buffer before disrupting the cells for 4 min at
100°C immediately after adding SDS and mPEG to a final concentration of 1% and 10
mM, respectively. The lysate was incubated for another 15 min at 23°C before stopping
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the reaction with 10 |al of SDS sample buffer containing 5% B-mercaptoethanol. Samples
were boiled for 5 min, run on SDS-PAGE, and Western blotted.
D. Results
Transmembrane segments and secondary structure prediction of the
membrane anchor region. Twelve membrane protein-prediction programs were used to
predict Aer membrane topology, but there was no consensus among these algorithms.
Nine programs forecasted just one transmembrane helix [MEMSAT, residues 183 to 204
(25, 27); DAS, residues 168 to 203 (8); PHDhtm, residues 173 to 197 (57, 58); TopPred,
residues 167 to 187 (7, 64); TMHMM, residues 172 to 194 (30); TMpred, residues 169
to 188 (21); HMMtop version 2.0, residues 171 to 195 (63); TMAP, residues 164-192
(50, 51); TMfmder residues 166 to 204) (12)]. Three of the programs predicted two
transmembrane (TM) helices [PRED-TMR, residues 167 to 185 (TM1) and 187 to 204
(TM2) (49); SPLIT 4.0, residues 165 to 183 (TM1) and 187 to 207 (28); SOSUI, residues
166 to 188 (TM1) and 196 to 218 (TM2) (20)]. The secondary structure for this region
was also analyzed. Jpred2 (9) and PSIpred (26), which predict secondary structure most
reliably from multiple sequence alignments such as those from PSI-BLAST searches (39,
40), predicted a helix-loop-helix for this membrane anchor region.
In vivo cross-linking of single cysteine replacements in the membrane
anchor. To analyze the structure of the membrane anchor of Aer, we employed a
cysteine disulfide cross-linking approach (31, 43, 46). Wild type Aer has three native
cysteines at positions 193, 203 and 253. A construct missing the three native cysteines
(C-less), encoding Aer-C193S/C203A/C253A (38), was cloned into pTrc99A to create
plasmid pMBl (see Materials and Methods). C-less Aer mediated aerotaxis on succinate
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swarm plates and was therefore functional. Plasmid pMBl was used to introduce a single
cysteine at desired positions to create a series of Aer mutants with cysteines that spanned
residues 163 to 210. This segment included the predicted membrane anchor and the
bordering residues. All 48 single cysteine replacements, including residues 163 to 210,
mediated aerotaxis in E. coli BT3312 {aer tsr) when inoculated on succinate semi-solid
agar, indicating that these cysteine replacements did not significantly alter receptor
function (data not shown).
The rates and extent of cysteine cross-linking in response to the oxidant copper
phenanthroline reflect the proximity of these residues in cognate subunits of Aer and/or
the flexibility of the region (16, 22, 31). Once formed, the dimers can be separated from
uncross-linked monomers by SDS-PAGE under non-reducing conditions and visualized
after Western blotting.
Initially, the rates of in vivo cross-linking after copper-phenanthroline treatment
at 23°C were determined. The rate plots for cross-linked cysteines fell into two major
categories distinguished by the presence (residues 184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 205, 208,
209), or absence (residues 171, 173, 176, 182, 183, 191, 197, 203) of visible cross-linking
within two minutes. Once visible, however (with the exception of A184C and V187C;
Fig. 6A and B), the formation of the dimer product increased linearly until approximately
15 min (see e.g., F182C and V209C, Fig. 6A). Residues A184C and V187C were unique
in both the rate and extent of cross-linking. A184C cross-linked most rapidly, and the
reaction was nearly complete within 2 min (Fig. 6A and B). V187C exhibited noticeable
cross-linking in the absence of oxidant (see 0 min. Fig. 6A & B) suggesting that this
residue might be located in an oxidative environment. With these exceptions (A184C and
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FIG. 6. Rates and extent of Aer cysteine cross-linking in intact cells after the addition of
the oxidant copper phenanthroline. (A) The rate of cross-linking for representative classes
of cysteine replacements, as discussed in the text. Except for Aer-A184C [open squares
(□), left panel] and Aer-Vl 87C [filled squares (■), left panel], the 10-min time point
was in the linear range of the reaction for all cross-linking cysteine replacements (e.g.,
FI 82C, [open triangles (A), right panel] and V209C [filled triangles (A), right panel].
(B) Western blots showing i) that the dimerization reaction for Aer-A184C was nearly
complete within 2 min (2'), and ii) the presence of a dimer band in Aer-Vl 87C before the
addition of copper phenanthroline (O'). (C) Representative Western blots comparing the
extent of cross-linking at 10 min, which was the time point chosen to compare the extent
of cross-linking for each cysteine replacement in the membrane anchor region.
Abbreviations: M, monomer; D, dimer.
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V187C) the 10-min time point was in the linear range for all constructs, and this
incubation time was used for overall comparisons as represented by the Western blots in
Fig. 6C. The positive control, Aer-WT, contained three native cysteines, two of which
can cross-link [C203 in the membrane anchor and C253 in the HAMP domain; (38)]; the
negative control, Aer-pMBl, had no cysteines.
A contour plot generated by the PSA server at Boston University [(60, 61, 66);
Fig. 7A) is a convenient way to show the probability of the helix-loop-helix secondary
structure in the membrane anchor region (37). The bar graphs below this contour plot
(Fig. 7B and C) are summaries of the cross-linking data from three or more independent
experiments. At 23°C (Fig. 7B), multiple residues cross-linked between cognate
monomers (within a dimer) with no obvious periodicity. Flowever, there was strong
cross-linking in consecutive residues from F182C to V188C, consistent with close
proximity and/or high flexibility in this region, and supporting the loop structure
predicted in the PSA contour plot (Fig. 7A).
In reality, cross-linking between monomers might not represent close proximity
between cognate residues, but could occur from random collisions of receptors diffusing
laterally through the lipid bilayer. To limit lateral diffusion, we repeated the cross-linking
analysis at 4°C (Fig. 7C), which is well below the lipid-phase transition temperature of
approximately 18°C in E. coli (45). To accommodate the decrease in kinetics at this
temperature, the reaction time was increased from 10 min to 20 min. At 4°C, there was
low cross-linking in the putative TM segments, but similar cross-linking (to that of 23°C)
in consecutive residues of the central loop (184 to 188), consistent with flexibility in this
region. Notably, A184C and V187C still cross-linked at high levels, indicating close
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FIG. 7. Summary of cysteine cross-linking in Aer mutants at 23°C and 4°C. The extent of
Aer dimers with cross-linked cysteines in the membrane anchor demonstrates a central
region of high proximity and flexibility, consistent with the PSA server secondary
structure prediction. (A) Contour plot of secondary-structure probabilities (PSA server)
(60, 61, 66). Rows designate the secondary-structure state; columns indicate each residue
position. The probability of each structural state is depicted with contour lines with
probability increments of 0.1. The p-strand prediction was below 0.1, and therefore not
included. (B) Extent of in vivo cross-linking for all 48 cysteine replacements after
incubating cells with copper phenanthroline for 10 min at 23 °C. (C) Extent of in vivo
cross-linking for the same cells in (B), incubated with copper phenanthroline for 20 min
at 4°C.
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proximity between neighboring residues at these positions.
Mapping membrane boundaries with 5-IAF and mPEG. To map the
boundaries of the Aer protein in the E. coli cytoplasmic membrane, we measured the
surface accessibility of substituted cysteine residues using sulfhydryl-reactive probes.
The reagent 5-iodoacetamidofluorescein (5-IAF) is membrane impermeable, and should
not therefore react with integral membrane residues (3). Mixed membrane vesicles
expressing Aer single cysteine replacements at residues 163 to 210 were reacted with 5IAF for 5 min at 23°C, and the percentage of fluorescence associated with native Aer
relative to denatured Aer was determined (Fig. 8).
Representative gels showing the extent of 5-IAF labeling of single cysteine
replacements under denaturing (D) and native (N) conditions are shown in Fig. 8A.
Coomassie blue stained gels, showing the relative levels of protein in each lane, are
displayed below the respective negative image of the same 5-IAF labeled gel. There was
a notable artifact under denaturing conditions with 5-IAF treated membranes. The
negative control lacking Aer {aer) showed apparent 5-IAF labeling under denaturing
conditions, and considerably less, but observable labeling under native conditions (Fig.
8A). This indicated that another unidentified membrane protein(s) comigrated with Aer.
With this caveat in mind, we estimated the accessibility of each cysteine to 5-IAF, and
have summarized these data in a bar graph in Fig. 8B. As shown, there were large
changes in accessibility between residues 163-164, 183-184, 188-189, and 205-206,
indicating that these regions are near the boundaries of the membrane and aqueous
phases. From these data, putative transmembrane segments would include residues 164 to
183 and 189 to 205.
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FIG. 8. Surface accessibility of Aer cysteine replacements to the sulfhydryl-reactive
reagents 5-IAF and mPEG in membrane vesicles. (A) SDS-PAGE gels showing the
reactivity of strategic cysteine replacements towards 5-IAF. Upper panel: negative
fluorescent images of samples reacted with 5-IAF under native (N) and denaturing (D)
conditions for 5 min. Lower panel: the same bands stained with coomassie blue to
estimate the total protein in each band. Note the unknown labeled protein in the aer
control lane under denaturing conditions. (B) Bar graph summarizing the percent
accessibility of cysteine replacements to 5-IAF during incubations for 5 min at 23 °C. The
results are the average of three of more independent experiments. The arrows at the top of
the graph represent the accessibility boundaries for mPEG at 23°C (solid lines) and at
4°C (dotted lines). (C) Representative Western blots showing the presence (residues 163,
184, 187 and 206) or absence (residues 171, 189, 194 and 200) of a mobility-shift in Aer
(Aer-mp) after incubating membrane vesicles with mPEG under native (N) conditions for
1 h. All cysteine replacements were PEGylated under denaturing (D) conditions
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To overcome the inherent background labeling with the 5-IAF probe, membrane
boundaries were re-analyzed in membrane vesicles using another hydrophilic sulfhydryl
reactive reagent, methoxy polyethylene glycol maleimide (mPEG) (35). This reagent has
an actual molecular weight of 5 kDa, but Aer-mPEG complexes exhibited an apparent
molecular weight increase of ~10 kDa higher than unreacted Aer (Fig. 8C), so the two
forms could be separated on SDS PAGE and analyzed on Western blots. As shown in the
representative Western blots of Fig. 8C, the Aer monomer and Aer-mPEG forms were
easily distinguishable (e.g., residues 184, 187, 206), and there was no background signal
from membranes that lacked Aer. However, as previously reported (38), an ever-present
Aer proteolytic fragment (F) was visible (Fig. 8C).
The lower background noise of this method allowed us to increase the protein
loaded into each lane to maximize the threshold at which we could visualize Aer-mPEG
complexes. As shown in Fig. 8C, residues predicted by the 5-IAF studies to be membrane
embedded, such as T189C, 193C and A194C, showed no reactivity to mPEG in native
membranes. However, residues predicted to be near the membrane aqueous interface,
such as A184C, V187C and W206C had high reactivity with mPEG. To eliminate the
possibility of slow diffusion into the membrane, experiments were performed in parallel
with mPEG at 23°C and at 4°C for 1 h. At 4°C, mPEG does not cross membranes when
incubated for 24 h (35).
A summary of the membrane boundaries determined by PEGylation at 23 °C and
4°C are marked above the bar graph in Fig. 8B with solid and dashed lines, respectively.
As expected, more residues were accessible to mPEG at 23°C than at 4°C, and boundary
demarcations were similar, but not identical to those identified by 5-IAF. However, the
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combined data are consistent with a membrane anchor that has two membrane-spanning
segments, and a short periplasmic loop. The N-and C-terminal boundaries would
represent the cytosolic membrane interface and the central loop boundaries would
delineate the periplasmic membrane interface.
Depending on the temperature and the particular sulfhydryl-reactive probe (Fig.
8B), the first membrane-embedded residue after the N-terminal cytoplasmic domain was
164 (5-IAF, 23°C), 165 (mPEG, 4°C) or 167 (mPEG, 23°C) and the last membraneembedded residue before the C-terminal cytoplasmic domain was 202 (mPEG, 23°C) or
205 (5-IAF, 23 °C; mPEG, 4°C). The higher accessibility of mPEG at 23 °C suggested
that the maleimide group of mPEG might penetrate further into the membrane than 5IAF. Whether this was due to an inherent difference in hydrophobicity or caused by the
difference in incubation time, which was 1 h for mPEG and 5 min for 5-IAF, is not
known.
Similar temperature and reagent differences were evident for the central loop
region, which was expected to be periplasmic. The last membrane-embedded residue
before the loop was 181 (mPEG, 23°C) or 183 (5-IAF, 23°C; mPEG, 4°C) and the first
membrane embedded residue after the loop was 188 (mPEG, 4°C), 189 (5-IAF, 23°C) or
190 (mPEG, 23°C). Taken together, the maximum lengths of the transmembrane
segments include residues 164 to 183 for TM1 and 188 to 205 for TM2.
The central flexible loop is periplasmic. Although the accessibility data and the
predicted secondary structure of the membrane anchor indicated that the central loop was
periplasmic, we could not exclude unusual topologies wherein the flexible loop was
cytoplasmic, since both sides of these vesicles are accessible to sulfhydryl reagents (3).
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To verify that the flexible loop was periplasmic, we used an in vivo approach with 4acetamido-4'-maleimidylstilbene-2, 2' disulfonic acid, disodium salt [AMS; (23, 35)], a
small hydrophilic sulfhydryl-reactive reagent that can transverse the outer membrane
porins but cannot cross the inner membrane. We pre-treated intact cells with AMS to
block accessible periplasmic cysteines from subsequent reactions with mPEG under
denaturing conditions.
As shown in Fig. 9, residues A184C and V187C were completely blocked from
PEGylation by AMS, indicating that these residues are fully exposed to the periplasmic
environment. Thus, the central flexible loop is periplasmic and not cytosolic. However,
residues A185C and P186C, which were accessible to both 5-IAF and mPEG in
membrane vesicles, were not totally blocked by AMS (Fig. 9).
The sequence of the Aer periplasmic loop is not critical for function. The
Aer-P186C replacement was functional, indicating that Pro 186 was not absolutely
required at this position. To further investigate the amino acid stringency at this position,
Pro 186 was replaced with amino acid residues Arg, Ser, Phe, Trp, Ala, Asp. All
replacements were functional in aerotaxis on succinate semi-soft agar, indicating that this
site is not critical for activity (data not shown). The site was also permissive to short
insertions, as a SerGly-Ser replacement of Pro 186, and an Arg-Pro-Arg-Ile insertion between residues 185
and 186 (36), showed aerotaxis. The low amino acid stringency and permissiveness to
insertions at this site is consistent with a region that is both near the membrane (for
shielding hydrophobic residues) and accessible to the periplasm (when accommodating
charged residues or insertions).
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FIG. 9. Pretreatment with AMS in intact cells blocks periplasmic cysteine replacements
from subsequent PEGylation. Cells were reacted with (+) and without (-) AMS for 45
min before washing and probing with mPEG under denaturing conditions as described in
the text. Aer-mPEG adducts (Aer-mp) showed a mobility shift. The enlarged lanes in the
lower panel are higher exposures taken from different Western blots; these highlight
replacements 184 and 187, which were reproducibly blocked by AMS.
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E. Discussion
These data are consistent with a model in which the membrane anchor of Aer
forms two membrane-spanning regions (TM1 and TM2) flanking a central periplasmic
loop. Such a model supports previous studies indicating that both the N-terminal PAS
domain and the C-terminal HAMP and signaling domains are cytosolic (11, 18, 62, 65,
68).
Nine of the twelve membrane protein-structure prediction programs that were
tested failed to predict two transmembrane segments for the 38 residues that were
previously predicted to form the Aer membrane anchor (1, 2, 52, 56). The best prediction
methods can correctly identify all membrane helices in only 50% to 70% of proteins with
known structure (6). Moreover, developers may over-estimate the accuracy of their
methods by 15% to 50% (5). PRED-TMR (49), SPLIT 4.0 (28), and SOSUI (20) were the
only programs tested that predicted two transmembrane segments, although SOSUI
predicted spans were inconsistent with this study. Of note, a recent study in which the Cterminus of 601 E. coli inner membrane proteins were tagged with alkaline phosphatase
and green fluorescent protein correctly predicted a cytosolic location for both the Nterminal and C-terminal ends of Aer (11).
An in vivo cysteine cross-linking strategy was used to study the proximity of the
transmembrane segments between cognate monomers within the Aer dimer (31, 38, 43,
46). Several consecutive residues (182 to 188) flanking Pro 186 in the central region of
the membrane anchor cross-linked strongly at 23°C (Fig. 7B), indicating that this segment
was highly flexible. Moreover, residues 184 to 187 cross-linked strongly at 4°C (Fig. 7C),
suggesting that the cross-linking was due to proximity between monomers, and not
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random collisions from laterally diffusing receptors in the membrane. In E. coli, the
lateral diffusion of membrane proteins decreases markedly below 18°C, which is the lipid
phase transition temperature (45). An example of this temperature effect was shown for
the lactose permease, where strong cross-linking that occurred from random collisions
between monomers at room temperature was markedly inhibited at 0°C during 1 hr
incubations (17).
Unlike the central loop region, there was sparse cross-linking in the TM1 and
TM2 segments. Moreover, residues that cross-linked did not show the periodicity one
would expect for close interactions between cognate helices (33). Several explanations
for low cross-linking and lack of periodicity are possible: i) The relative tilt of the
cognate transmembrane helical segments, driven by the solvation of side chains at the
membrane boundaries (54, 55), may limit cross-linking; ii) Nearest helix-helix
interactions might occur through TM1-TM2 or TM1-TM2' segments rather than via
TMl-TMT and TM2-TM2' segments. That said, the sequence of amino acids in the
transmembrane segments of Aer did not show periodic variations in polarity as one might
expect for TM-TM interactions. This is consistent with the low sequence conservation
found in the membrane anchor region. In general, residues facing outward toward the
lipids are considerably more hydrophobic than those facing inward, toward the other
helix(es) in the membrane (53), opposite to that seen in aqueous environments; iii)
Helix-helix interactions may not be exclusively intra-dimeric; some residues may cross
link within a dimer while others cross-link between dimers in a trimer of dimers unit.
Preliminary evidence indicates that this is the case (D. Amin, unpublished data); iv)
Membrane-spanning segments might form a p-sheet rather than a helix. This scenario is
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unlikely, as secondary structure programs predicted a-helices for this region, and
sheets are generally found in pore proteins as well as being amphipathic. Helices form
spontaneously when a hydrophobic sequence inserts into a membrane bilayer due to the
free energy of hydrogen bonding between the polar backbone carbonyls and amide
groups (15).
Membrane boundaries were mapped in vitro by determining the accessibility of
the cysteine replacements to the membrane impermeable sulfhydryl reactive probes 5IAF and mPEG. The mPEG probe had the advantage of specificity, as PEGylated Aer
could be discriminated from unmodified Aer on Western blots. For in vivo studies, we
pre-blocked accessible cysteines with the periplasm-accessible, membrane-impermeable,
sulfhydryl-reactive probe AMS before reacting solubilized cells with mPEG. The
accessibility of residues in the flexible loop to 5-IAF and mPEG, and the blocking of
residues 184 and 187 in vivo with AMS, indicates that this loop is in the periplasm. The
combination of strong cross-linking and accessibility indicates that the loop is dynamic.
Otherwise, an inverse relationship between cross-linking and accessibility would be
expected. Interestingly, residues 185 and 186 were accessible to 5-IAF and mPEG, but
not to AMS. One possible explanation for this difference is that AMS is more selectively
excluded from the membrane surface than is 5-IAF or mPEG. In this case, residues 185
and 186 would be proximal to the periplasm, but would not protrude into the periplasm.
Alternatively, the presence of a membrane potential in whole cells, or other changes
occurring during the preparation of membrane vesicles, could alter the local topology and
shield these residues from the aqueous phase.
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Accessibility studies indicated that the membrane-cytosolic boundaries lay
between residues 164 and 167 for TM1, and between residues 202 and 205 for TM2.
Residues 163 and 206 were accessible to all probes under all conditions (23 °C and 4°C).
Notably, residues 163 and 206 are tryptophans in native Aer. Tryptophans are well
known for stabilizing membrane/aqueous boundaries (13, 67). Given their hydrophobic
nature, it is likely that these native tryptophan residues reside at the membrane boundary
interface rather than protrude into the cytosol as occurred for their cysteine replacements.
From the cysteine accessibility data, the maximum lengths of the transmembrane
regions would include 20 residues for TM1 (from 164 to 183), and 18 residues for TM2
(from 188 to 205). The value for TM2 is close to the average length [17.7 residues or 27
A (19)] for a membrane helix that spans the hydrophobic part of the bilayer. The absolute
minimum lengths for these segments would include 15 residues for TM1 (167-181) and
13 residues for TM2 (190-202). These lengths are untenable assuming a helical structure,
as they would not span the membrane (27 A). As stated for the AMS probe, variations in
accessibility between 5-IAF and mPEG sulfhydryl probes may also represent differences
in the ability of these probes to penetrate the membrane surface. The estimates for the
maximum TM1 and TM2 lengths appear reasonable and, as stated, are supported by the
presence of tryptophans at residues 163 and 206.
The central loop between TM1 and TM2 contains a non-conserved proline
residue; prolines are established helix breakers in globular proteins (34). In model
membrane systems a single proline residue can change a 40-mer hydrophobic peptide
from a single membrane-spanning helix into two membrane-spanning helices (44).
However, in membrane segments, prolines may often stabilize the helical structure (34),
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and bends within membrane regions generally require more than one proline unless a
glycine residue is spaced four residues away (24). Previously, we found that Aer was
functional after a tetrapeptide (RPRI) had been inserted between residues Alai 85 and
Pro 186 (36). In the present study, we found that amino acid replacements at Pro 186 in
Aer did not abolish the function. In addition to the Cys replacement, Aer was functional
when Pro 186 was replaced with polar (S), charged (D, R), or aromatic (F, W) residues, as
well as with a tripeptide (SGS). These data, and the fact that Prol86 is not conserved in
other Aer receptors, indicate that proline is not necessary to form the two transmembrane
segments. Moreover, since the loop was permissive to short peptide inserts, the region
must not be directly involved with signaling.
In summary, the Aer membrane anchor in E. coli forms two transmembrane
segments that flank a central short periplasmic loop. The loop itself does not appear to be
involved in signal transduction. Whether the function of the membrane anchor is to
localize Aer to the membrane, maintain registry between N-terminal PAS and C-terminal
signaling regions, or is actively involved in signaling like the MCPs (13, 42), remains to
be determined.
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A. Abstract
The Aer receptor guides Escherichia coli to specific oxygen and energy
generating niches. Although this aerotactic receptor dimerizes and signals to the
chemotaxis pathway through a conserved signaling domain, its sensing and membrane
regions are atypical for a chemoreceptor. The membrane region separates a PAS (FAD)
input sensor from a HAMP/signaling output domain, and includes two membranespanning segments that flank a short (four amino acid) periplasmic loop. Previously, we
reported that several introduced cysteines in the membrane anchor could crosslink
between monomers, yet no structural pattern was evident. Here, we used binary
combinations of introduced cysteines to differentiate intra- from inter-dimeric collisions.
We found that these collisions were unique (within or between dimers) for all but one
cross-linking residue in the membrane anchor. The periplasmic region formed a stable
neighborhood that included from one to three dimers, but the region was destabilized in
truncations that lacked the HAMP or signaling domains. To compare periplasmic and
cytosolic neighbors, we introduced periplasmic and cytosolic cysteine replacements in
Aer. Under standard oxidative conditions [0.3 mM copper phenanthroline (CuPhe)],
ternary and quaternary cysteine combinations formed a maximum of six monomers;
however, under higher oxidative conditions (1.2 mM CuPhe), non-specific, highmolecular weight aggregates were evident.
B. Introduction
The aerotaxis (oxygen-seeking) receptor, Aer, infers environmental oxygen levels
indirectly through changes in the redox state of its FAD cofactor (J.E. Edwards and B.L.
Taylor, unpublished data). This atypical chemoreceptor i) has an FAD-binding PAS
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domain, ii) exhibits methylation-independent adaptation (6), iii) lacks a periplasmic
ligand-binding domain (5, 31) and iv) attaches to the membrane through two membranespanning segments that flank a four amino acid periplasmic loop (2). Despite these
differences, the Aer receptor exhibits hallmarks of conventional E. coli chemoreceptors.
including the formation of dimers (26), a HAMP domain (25), a conserved signaling
domain (31) and control of flagellar rotation through the chemotaxis two-component
system (7, 15, 18, 39).
Conventional chemoreceptor dimers have two transmembrane (TM) segments
(TM1 and TM2) per monomer that form a four-helix bundle, with cognate TM1 and
TMT segments more proximal than cognate TM2 and TM2' segments (11, 20, 30).
Ligands bind these chemoreceptors in the periplasmic region, and in response the TM2
(or TM2') segment moves downward 1 to 2 A towards the cytosol (11). Although the
ligand binding and signaling unit is a dimer, chemoreceptors organize into larger squads
consisting of trimers of dimers (1,21), which may serve to amplify the signal emanating
from one dimer (8, 10). This organization and amplification is also true for Aer, which
forms mixed trimers of dimers with other chemoreceptors (14).
Recently, we reported the basic membrane topology and boundaries of the Aer
receptor (2). In that study, cysteine disulfide scanning revealed sparse cross-linking
between monomers in the transmembrane segments and no obvious periodicity that
would be expected for helical-helical interactions. Although this indicated that dimers
might not form a four-helix bundle, it was puzzling why cross-linking was not unique to
one face of a putative helix.
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In the current study we find a reasonable explanation for this apparent conflict by
differentiating intra-dimeric from inter-dimeric collisional faces. We found that some
cysteine replacements in the periplasmic/membrane region of Aer crosslink exclusively
within dimers and that others crosslink exclusively between dimers. We expanded the
analysis to study the overall organization of the Aer receptor. The periplasmic/membrane
anchor region formed a stable neighborhood that included as many as, but not more than.
three dimers. The stability of this neighborhood, however, was based on cytosolic
interactions, likely in the signaling region. Residues near the tip of the signaling region
appeared able to collide both within and between dimers, but we could not resolve
whether hexameric neighbors in the periplasmic region were the same or different from
those in the cytosolic regions.
C. Materials and Methods
Reagents. N-ethyl maleimide (NEM) was purchased from Sigma (St. Louis,
MO). Bis-maleimidohexane (BMH) and bis-maleimidoethane (BMOE) were purchased
from Pierce Chemicals (Rockford, IL).
Bacterial strains and plasmids. BT3312 [aer tsr, (32)], BT3388 [aer tsr tar tap
trg, (40)] RP1788 [cheA, (24)], RP1708 [cheW, (24)] and RP9322 [cheA cheW; (24)] are
derivatives ofE. coli strain RP437, which is wild type for aerotaxis (29). Plasmid pMBl
was derived from pGHl and expresses a cysteine-less Aer protein (2). Plasmid pGHl
expresses wild-type Aer and was derived from pTrc99A, an isopropyl-P-Dthiogalactopyranoside (IPTG)-inducible expression vector (31).
Single cysteine replacements in Aer were made by site-directed mutagenesis
using pMBl as described previously (2). When necessary, these products were used as
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templates to create double, triple and tetra cysteine replacements. C-terminal truncations
in Aer were created in pDAl (Table 2) using PCR with primers complementary to the
Sphl site of pTrc99A nucleotide 2962 (pTrc SphlF) (35). This was paired with
individual primers Aer285SphlR (35), Aer240SphlR or Aer220SphlR (Table 1) to
amplify fragments of aer introducing a stop codon (UAA) at the residue 285, 240 or 220,
respectively, followed by an engineered Sphl site. PCR products were digested with Sphl
and ligated to the 2.64 kb Sphl fragment of pDAl to make the corresponding pDA2,
pDA3 and pDA4 plasmids (Table 2). These plasmids were transformed into BT3312
and/or BT3388, and expression was confirmed by Western blot analysis using antisera
against Aer2-i66 (32). The introduced mutations were confirmed by DNA sequencing.
In vivo cross-linking using Copper phenanthroline. Except for modifications
in the stated times and temperatures of incubation, sulfhydryl cross-linking in response to
the oxidant, copper phenanthroline (CuPhe), was performed as previously described (2).
A parallel control was treated with 2.5 mM NEM (to block free sulfhydryl) 10 min before
the addition of CuPhe.
All assays employed 0.3 mM CuPhe except those designed to trap complexes
larger than hexamers, wherein 1.2 mM CuPhe was used to create a highly oxidative
environment. Here, parallel aliquots were removed at 5, 10, 15 and 20 min, and either
quenched in 2.5 mM NEM or reduced in 50 mM DTT to assess Aer stability under these
conditions. Samples were boiled for 5 min, run on sodium dodecyl sulfatepolyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and Western blotted (32).
In vivo cross-linking using bifunctional sulfhydryl-reactive linkers. BMH
(16.1 A) and BMOE (8 A) are homobifunctional thiol reagents containing a flexible alkyl
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Table 1. Primer sequences

Primers (5' to 3')
pTrcSphlF
Aer285Sph1 R
Aer240Sph1 R
Aer220Sph1 R

Relevant properties or primer sequence (5' to 3')

G AAGCGGC ATGC ATTTACGTT G AC ACCATCG
CG ACATGC ATGCTTAGGTAT GTTCGTTG AGCT C ATCGGTGCC
CG ACATGCAT GCTTACCCCAGCTCAT CGCTGCG ATT CAG
CG AC ATGCAT GCTTAC AGT GCCT G ATGGGC AAC ATTTT C
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Reference
Watts KJ et al., 2006
Watts KJ et al., 2006
This study
This study

Table 2. Plasmids, and the cross-linking data.

Crosslinked
Products3,5

Plasmids Properties
pT rc99A
pGH1
pMB1
pDA1
pDA2
pDA3
pDA4
pDA5
pDA6
pDA7
pDA8
pDA9
pDA10
pDA11
pDA12
pDA13
pDA14
pDA15
pDA16
pDA17
pDA18
pDA19
pDA20
pDA21
pDA22
pDA23
pDA24
pDA25
pDA26
pDA27
pDA28
pDA29
pDA30

ptrc expression vector, ColE1 laclq
pT rc99A Aer+[1-506]
pGH1[C193S/C203A/C253A]
pMB1 Aer[A184CA/187C]
pDA1 Aer[1-2851
pDA1 Aer[1-240]
pDA1 Aer[1-2201
pMB1 Aer[A184CA/260C]
pMB1 Aer[V187 CA/260C1
pMB1 Aer[l191C/A184C]
pMB1 Aer[l191CA/187C]
pMB1 Aer[l191CA/260C]
pMB1 Aer[l191CA/197C]
pMB1 Aer[V 197 CA/187 C]
pMB1 Aer[V 197 CA/260C]
pMB1 Aer[V168C/A184C]
pMB1 Aer[V 168 CA/187C]
pMB1 Aer[A185/1191C]
pMB1 Aer[A185C/V260C]
pMB1 Aer[P186C/l191C]
pMB1 Aer[P186C/V260C]
pMB1 Aer[A184C/A377C]
pMB1 Aer[A184C/A379C]
pMB1 Aer[V 187 C/A379C]
pMB1 Aer[A184C/G380C1
pMB1 Aer[A184C/E381 Cl
pMB1 Aer[A362C/A403C]
pMB1 Aer[A184 C/V187 C/A377C]
pMB1 Aer[A184C/V187C/A379C]
pMB1 Aer[A184C/V187C/A362C]
pMB1 Aer[A184C/V187 C/E381C]
pMB1 Aer[A184C/V187 C/A403C]
pMB1 Aer[A184 C/V 187 C/A362C/A403C]

D
M
H
H*
D*
D*
D
H
H
H
D
H
H
D
H
D
H
H
H
D
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
U
H
U

Construction
Pharmacia
Repik et al., 2001
Amin et al., 2006
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study

a - Cu-Phe mediated patterns on SDS-PAGE.
b - M: monomers exclusively; D: monomers and dimers; D*: D, and faint higher order
multimers; H: Higher order multimers consisting of dimers, tetramers and hexamers; H*:
H, as well as trimers and pentamers; U: Unresolved higher molecular weight "smears".
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chain flanked by maleimido groups. Cells expressing single or double cysteine
replacements were grown in HI minimal salts media and induced with 50 pM IPTG as
described for assays with CuPhe (2). Reaction mixtures contained 74 pi of cells (O.D.6oo=
0.8) and 6 pi (270 pM final concentration) of BMH or BMOE (1 mg ml'1 stock in
DMSO), and were incubated for 10 or 30 min at 23°C or 30°C, before quenching with 20
pi of the stop solution containing a final concentration of 80 mM p-mercaptoethanol.
Samples were boiled for 5 min, run on SDS-PAGE and Western blotted. A parallel
control sample was treated with 80 mM p-mercaptoethanol for 10 min before the addition
of BMH or BMOE.
D. Results
Aer-A184C/V187C forms hexamers. We recently showed that Aer contains a
dynamic, flexible loop at the periplasmic/membrane boundary that includes amino acid
residues 184 to 187 (2). Although we assumed that crosslinking was intra-dimeric, it was
also possible that these residues might collide randomly with cognate residues from
different dimers. To study this possibility, we constructed a double cysteine replacement
at residues Alai84 and Vail 87. Single cysteine replacements at these residues crosslink
rapidly and are accessible to the periplasm (2). We expressed Aer-A184C/V187C in
BT3312 {aer tsr) and confirmed that this construct orchestrated normal aerotaxis on
succinate swarm plates before initiating disulfide cross-linking in whole cells with the
oxidant CuPhe. As shown in Fig. 10A, Aer monomers cross-linked as dimers, tetramers
and hexamers at both 23°C and at 4°C, which is below the lipid phase transition
temperature in E. coli [18°C (28)]. We assumed that lateral mobility was inhibited at 4°C,
since several cysteine replacements that crosslink at 23°C do not crosslink at 4C,C (2). The
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FIG. 10. Aer monomers containing the two cysteine replacements, A184C and V187C,
located in the periplasmic loop. Plasmid-bearing cells were incubated without CuPhe
(control lanes, C), or with 0.3 mM CuPhe at 23°C or 4°C for 10 or 20 min, respectively,
before quenching with a final concentration of 2.5 mM NEM. Samples were run SDS
PAGE under non-reducing conditions and Western blotted as described in Materials and
Methods. Abbreviations: F, Aer proteolytic fragment; M, Aer monomer; M2, Aer dimer;
M4, Aer tetramer; M6, Aer hexamer. B. Binary combinations of the periplasmic cysteine
replacements, A184C or V187C, with V260C, which is an exclusive intra-dimeric
crosslinker located in the cytosol. Aer-A184C/V260C formed only dimers. AerV187C/V260C formed multimers. Cells expressing mutant proteins were incubated at
30°C for 30 min in 0.3 mM CuPhe and assayed as described in (A). Abbreviations: M-F,
dimer between monomer and proteolytic fragment.
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percentages of total Aer trapped in different forms at 23°C and 4°C, respectively, were as
follows (Fig. 10A): monomer, 68%, 67%; dimer, 15%, 14%; tetramer, 10%, 12%;
hexamer, 7%, 7%. A 25-min time course at 23°C (not shown) indicated that the reaction
was complete at 1 min, suggesting that the local neighborhood was stable, and did not
change markedly over this time period. These data also indicated that one or both of these
introduced cysteines (A184C and V187C) could crosslink between Aer dimers.
A184C, but not V187C, crosslinks exclusively within a dimer. The formation
of hexamers by oxidized Aer-A184C/V187C meant that cross-linking occurred both
within and between dimers. To assess the specificity of the disulfide bonds formed from
each of these introduced cysteines, an alternative strategy was devised. We chose a
cytosolic cysteine replacement believed to crosslink intra-dimerically and paired this with
each of the periplasmic cross-linkers. Cysteine replacement V260C is the strongest cross
linker between the TM2/cystosolic boundary (residue 206) and residue 290 in the
signaling region of Aer (K. Watts, unpublished). It crosslinks rapidly, is situated in the
proximal signaling domain (PS; K. Watts, unpublished) and maps to the PS-PS interface
within a dimer in cysteine scanning studies (K. Watts, unpublished data). We assumed
that this residue would crosslink exclusively between monomers of the same dimer.
Using V260C as a reference for intra-dimeric cross-linking, we constructed the double
cysteine replacements Aer-A184C/V260C and Aer-V187C/V260C in pMBl. We
reasoned that dimers would form exclusively if both V260C and the periplasmic cysteine
cross-linked within a dimer, but higher oligomers would form if the periplasmic cysteine
were able to crosslink between dimers. As shown in Fig. 10B, Aer-A184C/V260C
formed dimers exclusively, whereas Aer-V187C/V260C formed dimers and multimers
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when incubated with CuPhe for 30 min. Similar data were obtained when these
replacements were treated with the bifunctional sulfhydryl linker, BMH, which has a 16.1
A spacer-arm (data not shown). It is likely that we would have observed multimers on
Western blots if either A184C or V260C were able to crosslink inter-dimerically, as both
are strong cross-linkers. Our interpretation is that both cysteine replacements (A184C and
V260C) cross-linked to the same monomer, and hence, within a dimer. In contrast, AerV187C/V260C formed multimers, indicating that V187C must be able to crosslink to a
monomer from a neighboring dimer. These results did not exclude the possibility of
V187C cross-linking within a dimer as well.
To access the specificity of the other periplasmic cysteine replacements that
formed disulfide bonds, we paired each of these with V260C. Whereas AerP186C/V260C formed dimers exclusively, Aer-A185C/V260 formed a small amount
(<10%) of multimers. This indicated that A185C, but not P186C could also collide to
some extent with adjacent dimers.
Organization of the transmembrane domain. The realization that V187C and
A185C could crosslink between dimers provided a means for interpreting the previous
cross-linking data in the membrane anchor region (2). Introduced cysteine residues I191C
and V197C were the sole cross-linkers within the TM2 region (2), suggesting that
cognate TM2-TM2' helices do not form parallel neighboring helices. The unique
collisions at I191C and V197C could be explained if the tilt of TM2-TM2' helices were
such that the helices crossed near the center of the lipid bilayer at residue I197C. In this
scenario, cysteine replacement I191C of dimer "a" (I191Ca) would be too far away from
cognate I191C'a (within the same dimer) to crosslink; it would instead crosslink with
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residue 11910, from dimer "b", exclusively. Cysteine replacement I197Ca, in contrast.
would crosslink exclusively with cognate residue 11970^ within the same dimer.
To test this model, we performed two sets of experiments in which binary
substitutions paired V197C (in one set) and II91C (in the other set) with i) a cysteine
residue (A184C; V260C) that forms intra-dimeric crosslinks exclusively or ii) a residue
capable of crosslinking between dimers (V187C). These modified Aer proteins mediated
normal behavior when expressed in cells and assayed on succinate motility plates. Cells
expressing these Aer mutant proteins were subjected to oxidative cross-linking in the
presence of CuPhe at 23°C and also at 30°C for 30 min. We included the higher
temperature and incubation time to increase the rate of lateral diffusion, and therefore the
probability of productive cross-linking between dimers at their contact faces.
Figure 2 shows the multimeric pattern of four representative double-cysteine
combinations in Aer. Dimers formed exclusively [Fig. HA(i)] with oxidized AerV197C/V260C (or Aer-V197/A184C, data not shown), indicating that V197C crosslinked to the same monomer as that cross-linked by A184C and V260C. We conclude
that V197C crosslinks within a dimer. In contrast, multimers formed with AerV197C/A187C [Fig. 1 lA(ii)], indicating that these cysteines do not collide exclusively
with the same monomer. This supports previous data (Fig. 10B) indicating that V187C
can crosslink between dimers.
The next set of experiments paired the other cross-linking residue in the TM2
region, I191C, with V260C (or A184C). Aer-I191C/V260C (or Aer-I191C/A184C, data
not shown) cross-linked as multimers [Fig. 11 A(iii)], indicating that I191C (unlike
V197C) can crosslink between dimers. However, Aer-I191C/VT87C formed dimers but
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FIG. 11. Mapping inter- and intra-dimeric collisional faces in Aer dimers. A.
Representative Western blots demonstrating the strategy used to differentiate intra- from
inter-dimeric crosslinking. Whole cells expressing Aer proteins with introduced cysteine
residues were treated with CuPhe for 30 min at 23°C or 30°C as described in the text. (i),
exclusive dimer formation with oxidized Aer-V197C/V260C. (ii), multimer formation at
30°C with oxidized Aer-V197C/V187C. (iii), multimer formation with oxidized AerI191C/V260C. (iv), exclusive dimer formation with oxidized Aer-I191C/V187C.
Abbreviations: Mult, Aer multimers; other abbreviations are described in Fig. 1. (B).
Unfolded and flattened cartoon of two Aer dimers summarizing collisional faces deduced
from disulfides formed from introduced cysteine residues. Abbreviations: I, exclusive
intra-dimeric crosslinkers; X, exclusive extra-dimeric crosslinkers; I-X, intra- and extradimeric crosslinker. All interpretations are built on the initial assumption that V260C in
the cytosolic proximal signaling region crosslinks within dimers (Fig. IB).
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not multimers [Fig. HA(iv)], suggesting that both I191C and V187C form inter-dimeric
crosslinks. This was further supported by pairing I191C with V197C, which crosslinks
within a dimer; Aer-I191C/V197C formed multimers (data not shown), like
V187C/V197C [Fig. HA(ii)], as expected.
Using this same strategy, we concluded that residue VI68C, which is near the
cytosolic boundary of TM1, forms inter-dimeric crosslinks. Both Aer-V168C/A184C and
Aer-V168C/V260C formed multimers, but Aer-V168C/V187C formed dimers
exclusively (data not shown). A cartoon summarizing the collisional faces and predicted
overall topology of Aer's membrane anchor is shown in Fig. 1 IB.
The specificity of residues in the signaling loop of Aer. Aer, like the other
chemoreceptors in E. coli chemoreceptors, forms homogeneous trimers of dimers (1, 14,
21) as well as mixed receptor trimers of dimers (1, 14). This multimeric structure is based
on specific interactions in the signaling region of the cytosolic domain (1, 14, 21). To
compare inter-dimeric neighbors in the signaling region of Aer with those in the
periplasmic region, we first made double cysteine replacements that paired A184C in the
periplasmic region with a second introduced cysteine in the signaling region. The
rationale was to fuse Aer dimers with oxidized A184C, and trap productive inter-dimeric
collisions with the other cysteine replacement in the signaling region. We made single
cysteine replacements at four sites near Aer residue A379 [A377C, A379C, G380C and
E381C], which corresponds to residue A387 of Tar (3). All of these cysteine
replacements in the signaling region dimerized to some extent within 10 min when
treated with CuPhe or the flexible linkers, BMH or BMOE (data not shown). When each
of these cytosolic cysteine replacements was paired with A184C in the periplasmic
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region, tetramers and hexamers were trapped by 0.3 mM CuPhe treatment (e.g., Fig. 12A,
lane 2) or by the BMH linker (e.g., Fig. 12A, lanes 4 and 5). Since A184C collides
exclusively within a dimer, residues in this signaling region must be able to collide
between dimers. No cross-linking was evident in the untreated cells (Fig. 12A, lane 1) or
in cells that had been pretreated for 10 min with either 2.5 mM NEM to quench the
CuPhe reaction (Fig. 12A, lane 3) or 80 mM p-mercaptoethanol to quench the flexible
linker (Fig. 12A, lane 6).
To determine whether inter-dimeric interactions in the signaling domain were the
same as those shown for the periplasmic domain, we paired the three consecutive
cytosolic cross-linkers (A379C, G380C and E381C) with the periplasmic inter-dimeric
cross-linker, V187C. We reasoned that only dimers would form if collisions between the
cysteine replacements in the signaling regions were the same as those between dimers in
the periplasmic region (between VI 87Ca and V187Cb). However, when cells expressing
Aer-V187C/A379C were treated with CuPhe, BMOE or BMH, hexamers also formed
(data not shown), indicating that V187C and cysteine replacements in the signaling
region did not collide exclusively with the same monomer. This could mean that the loop
region that included residues A379C, G380C and E381C was flexible enough to crosslink
both within and between dimers; it could also be interpreted to mean that the signaling
loop residues cross-linked between different dimers (e.g., A379Ca-A379Cc) from those
cross-linked by V187C (e.g., V187Ca-V187Cb).
The signaling region of Aer limits movement of periplasmic residues.
Crystallographic (21) and disulfide trapping studies (33) with chemoreceptors showed
that trimer-of-dimers stability is driven by inter-dimeric contacts in the signaling region.
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FIG. 12. Binary combinations of introduced cysteine residues in the periplasmic and
cytosolic signaling region form hexamers. A. Representative Western blot of whole cells
expressing Aer-A184C/A377C after treatment with CuPhe for 10 min or with BMH for
10 or 30 min. Lanes: 1, zero time point; 2, 10 min incubation with 0.3 mM CuPhe; 3, 2.5
mM NEM added 10 min prior to adding CuPhe; 4, 10 min incubation with BMH; 5, 30
min incubation with BMH; 6, 80 mM p-mercaptoethanol added 10 min prior to adding
BMH. (Hexamers also formed when Aer-A184C/[A379C or G380C or E381C], or AerV187C/A379C were oxidized; see text). (B) Cartoons summarizing data described in
"(A)". Hexamers formed when either A184C or V187C was paired with A379C, which is
in the cytosolic signaling loop; this indicated that A379C can crosslink within or between
dimers.
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To test the influence of the signaling region on periplasmic collisions in Aer, we
constructed truncated variants of Aer-A184C/V187C. These included i) Aeri_285A184C/V187C, which contains all of the HAMP and proximal signaling region (25), and
binds an FAD cofactor (17, 26); ii) Aeri_24o-A184C/V187C, which lacks part of the AS-2
subdomain of the HAMP region (25, 36) and does not bind FAD (4); iii) Aeri.220A184C/V187C, which is truncated for most of the HAMP domain and also does not bind
FAD.
Removing the signaling region (Aeri.285-A184C/V187C) changed the profile of
the trapped multimers to include octamers and decamers (Fig. 13B iii, 23°C) in addition
to dimers, tetramers and hexamers. Since full-length Aer- A184C/V187C formed dimers.
tetramers and hexamers, exclusively (Fig. 13B iv, 23°C), removing the signaling region
must have increased the number of productive crosslinks, and therefore the degrees of
freedom in the periplasmic region. Larger truncations in the C-terminus that removed
part (Fig. 13B ii) or all (Fig. 13B i) of the HAMP domain decreased the proportion of
trapped multimers, particularly when trapping was measured at 4°C (Fig. 13b i, ii). Thus,
the periplasmic neighborhood in Aer appears to be stabilized primarily by the signaling
domain, but productive collisions also require the HAMP domain.
Effect of CheA and CheW on the formation of hexamers. Although CheA and
CheW altered the extent of periplasmic hexamer formation in Tar (19), they (CheA,
CheW) did not alter the formation of trimer-of-dimers in the cytosolic region of Tsr (33)
or Aer (14). We tested the effect of CheA and CheW on the rate, and the multimeric
profile of cross-linked Aer-A184C/VT87C using £. coli strains RP1788 (cheA), RP1708
(cheW) and RP9322 (cheA cheW). Neither CheA nor CheW altered the type or extent of
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FIG. 13. Effect of the signaling and HAMP domains on the stability of the periplasmic
neighborhood of Aer. (A) Cartoons representing the Aer-V184C/V187C truncations used
for this analysis. (B) Western blots showing the distribution of multimers formed from
truncations in response to 0.3 mM CuPhe for 10 min at 23°C and for 20 min at 4°C.
Abbreviation: C, control cells without CuPhe treatment. (C) Percentage of total AerV184C/V187C truncations trapped in each multimeric state. Abbreviations: Ml to M10
represent the number of monomers, M, trapped in each multimeric state; *, means that
the fraction of Aer in this form was below the threshold for accurate quantification.
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multimers formed by Aer-A184C/V187C in response to 0.3 mM CuPhe (data not shown).
Therefore, the signaling region does not require CheA and CheW to stabilize interdimeric interactions in the periplasmic neighborhood of Aer. We next used these strains
to assess the effects of CheA and CheW on hexamer formation in Aer-A184C/A377C,
Aer-A184C/A379C and Aer-A184C/G380C. As expected (14), the profile with or
without CheA and CheW was similar (data not shown).
Ternary and quaternary cysteine combinations. Both periplasmic and
signaling regions of Aer collided with neighboring dimers to form hexamers. The
neighboring dimers in these two regions (periplasmic and signaling) could plausibly be
the same or different from one another. To examine the specificity of these inter-dimeric
collisions, we made ternary combinations of cysteine replacements that included
replacements A184C and V187C in the periplasm and a single cysteine replacement
[A377C, A379C or E381C] in the signaling loop. We reasoned that aggregates larger
than hexamers might form if inter-dimeric periplasmic and cytosolic disulfide bonds were
linked to different pairs of dimers, in which case a perpetuating polypeptide chain could
develop. As shown for A184C/V187C/A379C in Fig. 14A, hexamers, but no higher
multimers, were evident when whole cells expressing this or any ternary combination
were treated with either the oxidant CuPhe or the BMH linker at 23°C and at 30°C for 15
min (data not shown). We could not exclude possibility that larger complexes were
forming, but the percentage of multiple cross-linked aggregates was too low to resolve on
the Western blots.
To increase the likelihood of trapping larger "stable" complexes of Aer, we
constructed a quaternary cysteine replacement. We combined A184C/VT87C in the
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FIG. 14. Multimeric patterns of Aer proteins containing ternary and quartemary
combinations of introduced cysteines under different levels of oxidant. (A)
Representative Western blot of a ternary cysteine replacement illustrating that complexes
no larger than hexamers were trapped in response to 0.3 mM CuPhe. The blot is of AerA184C/V187C/A379C, but results were similar when A379C (in the signaling loop) was
replaced with A377C, G380C or E381C, when the quaternary cysteine replacement AerA184C/V187C/A362C/A403C was used. (B) Representative Western blot of a quaternary
cysteine replacement, showing nondiscrete, unresolved smearing and loss of total Aer
signal over time when the concentration of the oxidant CuPhe was raised to 1.2 mM
CuPhe. The Aer signal was recovered after the addition of DTT. The blot is of AerA184C/V187C/A362C/A403C, but results were similar in all cysteine replacements listed
in (A).
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periplasmic region with two cytosolic cysteine replacements (A362C and A403C), which
we found could trap hexamers when introduced as a pair by themselves (data not shown).
However, as with the ternary cysteine replacements, cells expressing
A184C/V187C/A362C/A403C showed no multimeric bands higher than hexamers when
treated with 0.3 mM CuPhe.
The standard oxidation condition of 0.3 mM CuPhe was originally chosen to limit
deleterious effects on bacterial motility and maintain the integrity of the chemoreceptor
(23). To increase the oxidative environment for cross-linking, we altered this protocol
and raised the CuPhe levels to 0.6 mM, and further to 1.2 mM. The rationale was to
increase the probability of oxidizing the cytosolic residues in the signaling region, which
may be nearly 190 A from the membrane (37), and are bathed in a reducing environment
[(—280 mV (13)]. Under these highly oxidative conditions, several unusual phenomena
occurred. Well-defined tetramers and hexamers were replaced with diffuse, unresolved
smears that began at a much higher molecular weight. Furthermore, these signals, as well
as all other Aer signals disappeared over time. This disappearance was not due to
proteolysis, since monomeric Aer was fully recoverable by the addition of 50 mM
dithiothreitol (DTT) (Fig. 14B). This is consistent with the formation of large crosslinked aggregates that either cannot enter the acrylamide gel, or are not transferred during
electroblotting. No protein was visible after staining the stacking or separating gel after
Western blotting, but these expression levels of Aer were likely below the threshold for
proteins visualized by Coomassie blue staining.
E. Discussion
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In this study, we used combinations of introduced cysteines to explore the overall
topology of Aer. Residues in the periplasmic/membrane region collided specifically
within or between dimers, but (with one exception) not both. Dimers in the
periplasmic/membrane region formed a stable neighborhood containing as many as three
dimers, but the stability of this neighborhood depended on the cytosolic HAMP and
signaling domains. The cytosolic signaling region also formed hexamers, as expected for
a trimer-of-dimer orientation (1, 14, 21). We devised a protocol to differentiate dimeric
neighbors in the periplasmic/membrane region from dimeric neighbors in the cytosol by
simultaneously trapping periplasmic and cytosolic hexamers. Hexameric neighbors
appeared identical under standard oxidative conditions, but larger mixed aggregates
formed during highly oxidative conditions. Under these conditions, cytosolic cysteine
replacements must have formed disulfides with more than one partner, because non
discrete, undefined smearing on Western blots was evident.
Collisional specificity of the membrane anchor residues. Previously, we
reported that the Aer membrane anchor region included two transmembrane segments
flanking a short, flexible, four-residue, periplasmic loop (2). We could not identify the
secondary structure of the transmembrane segments because few introduced cysteine
residues cross-linked; those that did crosslink exhibited no defined pattern (e.g.,
periodicity characteristic of a helical interface) when plotted. The likely reason for this
was clarified in the current study, which identified cysteine replacements that collided
within dimers and others that collided between dimers. To determine the specificity of
these collisions, we first introduced binary combinations of cysteine replacements that
paired a cysteine in the membrane anchor with an exclusive intra-dimeric cross-linker in
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the cytosol. The membrane/cytosolic locations of these binary combinations made it
impossible for them to crosslink with each other. Using this strategy, we found three
residues in the membrane anchor region that cross-linked exclusively within a dimer, and
four residues that were able to collide inter-dimerically. We next tested all possible
double-cysteine combinations of these replacements. A184C, P186C and V197C crosslinked exclusively within a dimer, while VI68C, V187C and VI91C cross-linked
exclusively between dimers (Table 2 and Fig. 1 IB). Residue A185C was unique in that it
could collide both within and between dimers. All collisional faces identified in Figure
2B are based on the assumption that V260C crosslinks within a dimer; if instead, V260C
crosslinks between dimers, all intra- and extra-dimeric labels would be reversed. This
scenario is unlikely, since it would require that TM2 helices cross between dimers rather
than within a dimer (Fig. 1 IB).
Stability of periplasmic neighborhood. We studied the relative motions between
Aer dimers in the periplasmic neighborhood by introducing two cysteine replacements
that lie on opposite faces of Aer. These included A184C, which crosslinks exclusively
within a dimer, and V187C, which crosslinks exclusively between dimers. When
oxidized in whole cells by CuPhe, Aer-A184C/V187C formed dimers, tetramers and
hexamers (Fig. 10A). The dimers that formed these tetramers and hexamers must have
been nearby and relatively static, because the fraction of Aer in each multimeric state did
not change significantly between the 1 min and 20 min time points, and the profile of
these multimers was similar at 23°C and 4°C, well below the lipid-phase transition
temperature for E. coli (28). If dimeric neighbors were exchanging, we would have
expected a lower fraction of multimers at 4°C than at 23 °C, and a steady rise in the
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percentage of tetramers and hexamers over time at 23°C. We conclude that the
periplasmic neighborhood is stable and includes a maximum of three dimers. A
magnified depiction of the putative membrane/periplasmic region, with key disulfides
highlighted, is drawn in cartoon form in Fig. 15A. In native E. coli, however, a
neighborhood of three periplasmic Aer dimers would probably be rare because Aer is a
low abundance receptor, and Aer forms mixed trimer-of-dimers with no apparent
preference for itself over other chemoreceptors (14).
The signaling loop of Aer is likely dynamic. In contrast to cysteine
replacements in the membrane and periplasmic region, which formed highly specific
disulfides, cysteine replacements in the cytosolic signaling loop of Aer were apparently
able to crosslink both within and between dimers. We infer this from the cross-linking
pattern of double cysteine replacements, where we paired one replacement in the
periplasmic region with another replacement in the cytosolic signaling loop. As shown in
Fig. 12A, Aer-Al84C/A377C, 184C/A379C, A184C/G380C or A184C/E381C were
trapped as multimers when treated with CuPhe, BMOE, or BMH. Multimers could only
form if these cytosolic replacements were able to crosslink between dimers, because
A184C cross-linked exclusively within a dimer. We tested the specificity of these
cytosolic collisions, by pairing A379C, G380C and E381C with the inter-dimeric
(periplasmic) cross-linker, V187C. Since multimers were trapped when these mutant
proteins (Aer-V187C/A379C, Aer-V187C/G380C and Aer-V187C/E381C) were treated
with CuPhe, BMOE or BMH, it is likely that the signaling loop of Aer crosslinks within
as well as between dimers, and is therefore dynamic (Fig. 12B). However, these data
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FIG. 15. Summary of the Aer membrane organization deduced from cysteine disulfide
trapping; the Aer membrane forms a stable neighborhood that is controlled by the
cytosolic signaling region. A. Cartoon showing the relative orientation of three Aer
dimers in the membrane anchor. Cysteine replacements, A184C, in the periplasmic loop
(triangle) and V197C in TM2 (square) crosslinked exclusively within a dimer; V187C in
the periplasmic loop (oval) and II91C in TM2 (rectangle) crosslinked exclusively
between dimers. The arrow indicates that left-most and right-most VI87C crosslink with
each other. B. Periplasmic motions are limited by the signaling region. These schematics
are views from the periplasm towards the membrane, i) Full-length Aer-A184C/V187C is
limited to collisions with two other dimers; ii) Aeri_285-A184C/V187C, which lacks the
cytosolic signaling region, collides indiscriminantly with other Aer peptides (see Fig. 13).
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could not eliminate the possibility that the signaling loop collided with a different dimer
(or monomer in the dimer) from that cross-linked by V187C in the periplasmic region.
The signaling region limits motion in the periplasmic neighborhood. To test
the effects of the signaling and HAMP regions on the stability of the periplasmic
neighborhood, we oxidatively cross-linked peptides of Aer-A184C/V187C that were
missing i) the signaling region (Aer-Al 84C/V1 87Ci-285)> ii) the AS-2 region of the
HAMP domain (Aer-Al 84C/V187Ci-24o), or iii) the AS-2 and connector region of the
HAMP domain (Aer-Al 84C/V187Ci-220)• Subunits missing the signaling region (AerAl 84C/VT 8 7C1-285) were trapped as octamers and decamers in addition to the dimers,
tetramers and hexamers (Fig. 13). Since these octamers and decamers were never evident
in full-length Aer-Al84C/V187C, the signaling domain must limit the degrees of
freedom of the periplasmic/membrane region (Fig. 15B). This limitation is likely caused
by the trimer-of-dimers structure in the signaling region of Aer (14), in which case this
structure would tether the periplasmic/membrane region in way that inhibits rotational
and/or lateral diffusion.
Larger C-terminal truncations with deletions in the HAMP domain formed dimers
and tetramers, but the percentage of higher oligomers decreased (see Fig. 13C).
Ostensibly, these constructs had similar or greater lateral and rotation diffusion
coefficients, yet had a lower probability of productive collisions between dimers,
particularly at 4°C. Thus, the HAMP domain also influences the stability of the
membrane anchor region, but in a manner different from the signaling domain, perhaps
by stabilizing individual Aer dimers. Alternatively, the influence of the HAMP domain
could be indirectly related to conformational defects in the PAS domain. The HAMP
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domain is required for proper PAS folding (17), and likely interacts directly with the PAS
domain (35, 36). Since PAS domains commonly function as dimerization domains (34,
41), it is possible that the decrease in multimeric trapping in the HAMP truncations are
secondary effects caused by secondary alterations in PAS structure.
Influence of CheA and CheW on formation of hexamers. Receptor dimers in a
trimer-of-dimers interact with each other near the highly conserved domain in the
signaling region (1,21). This domain interacts with CheA and CheW, chemotaxis
proteins that help recruit chemoreceptors into clusters (27). We tested the effect of CheA
and CheW on the periplasmic and signaling loop neighborhoods in E. coli strains RP1788
(cheA), RP1708 (cheW) and RP9322 (cheA cheW). Neither CheA nor CheW altered the
type or extent of multimers formed by Aer mutants with introduced cysteines in these
regions (Aer-A184C/A377C, Aer-A184C/A379C, Aer-A184C/G380C, and AerA184C/V187C) in response to 0.3 mM CuPhe (data not shown). These data for Aer
proteins containing an introduced cysteine in the signaling loop are not surprising, since a
trimer of Tsr dimers (33) or of Aer dimers (14) forms normally in cells carrying a cheAcheWdeletion. However, the mutimeric pattern for Aer-A184C/V187C indicate that the
signaling region alone (without CheA and CheW) is sufficient to stabilize the periplasmic
neighborhood of Aer. This is in contrast to that reported for Tar; Homma et al. reported
that CheA and CheW increased the percentage of hexamers trapped with oxidized
cysteines in the periplasmic domain of Tar (19).
Differentiating periplasmic dimer neighbors from cytosolic dimer neighbors.
Periplasmic neighbors in Aer are stabilized by the signaling domain (this study), which
forms a trimer-of dimers in the cytosolic region (14). In theory, dimeric neighbors in the
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periplasm could be the same (12) or different (21) from dimeric neighbors in the
signaling region. We examined potential differences in these neighborhoods using
ternary and quaternary cysteine replacements. For ternary replacements, we combined
A184C/V187C (which traps complexes as large as hexamers in the periplasmic region)
with a single cysteine replacement in the signaling loop (A377C, A379C or E381C; all of
these can between dimers). For the quaternary cysteine replacement, we combined
A184C/V187C with A362C and A403C in the cytosolic region. We chose A362C and
A403C because Aer-A362C/A403C formed hexamers when cells expressing it were
treated with CuPhe. Therefore, Aer-A184C/VT87C/A362C/A403C should form
hexamers both in the periplasm and in the cytosol in response to CuPhe. If neighbors in
both regions were the same, hexamers would be trapped; if neighbors were different,
higher molecular weight complexes would be trapped.
When cells expressing these ternary or quaternary cysteine replacements were
treated with 0.3 mM CuPhe, a maximum molecular weight trapped corresponded to
hexamers. These results are consistent with identical neighbors in both periplasmic and
signaling region (12). However, cysteine disulfide-bond formation requires that the
residues be oxidized and that they collide productively (9, 22). If i) insufficient oxidant
were used, ii) the formation of two cysteine disulfides prevented the requisite collisional
degrees of freedom of the third and fourth cysteine, or iii) the percentage of higher
multimeric cross-linking was below the threshold of the assay, these data could be
misinterpreted.
When more extreme oxidation conditions were used (0.6 mM and 1.2 mM CuPhe)
several unusual phenomena were observed. Higher order multimers were no longer well
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defined; an unresolved "smear” was present that began near the top of the separating gel
and continued to just above the tetrameric band (Fig. 14B). The total Aer signal
disappeared over time, but was recoverable by the addition of 50 mM DTT, indicating
that the apparent loss of signal was not due to proteolysis. The most likely explanation is
that large complexes of Aer were trapped that could not enter the gel or were not
transferred during electroblotting. It is not likely that these complexes were formed from
specific, stable interactions, as the bands were non-discrete and poorly resolved,
suggesting that several cross-linked combinations were present for each multimer.
Whether these collisions are typical of native Aer, or they were artifacts caused by the
higher concentrations of the oxidant CuPhe is not known. CuPhe can generate reactive
oxygen species (16), and therefore could have ancillary effects on the membrane
structure, Aer, or other membrane proteins. The cytosolic signaling region of the MCPs is
highly dynamic, with considerable thermal motion (38). This dynamic nature, combined
with lateral diffusion in the membrane could yield random, productive collisions between
different of trimers-of-dimers.
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CHAPTER FIVE

This chapter includes unpublished work, which complements work in progress in
our laboratory.
A. In vivo cross-linking of single cysteine replacements in AS-1 of the HAMP
domain.
The cysteine disulfide cross-linking approach was extended to study the proximal
AS-1 region of the HAMP domain. Following the membrane anchor (residues 163-210),
nine residues from Pro211 to Ala219 were replaced with cysteine using site-directed
mutagenesis as described previously (Amin et al., 2006, chapter 3). Cysteine
replacements at each of these positions did not alter function on succinate swarm plates.
Introduced cysteines were oxidized in vivo by exposing cells to 0.3 mM CuPhe at 23°C
for 10 min. A summary of these data showing the percentage disulfide formation is
plotted as a bar graph in Fig. 16. Most notably, the extent of cross-linking increased
considerably in this region, relative to that observed in the membrane anchor (Fig. 16),
indicating that the TM2 helices are closer together in this cytoplasmic region than in the
membrane anchor. Although there is some periodicity in the cross-linked residues
conclusions cannot be drawn from these data alone; these results must be combined with
the data from the rest of the HAMP domain.
B. Aer- R137C cross-links both within and between Aer dimers.
We now know the overal l topology of the membrane domain in Aer (chapter 4).
The Aer-TM domain is flanked by the FI domain and the HAMP domain, both of which
are cytosolic. Cross-linking data of the HAMP domain revealed the structure of this
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Fig. 16. Percent cross-linking in AS-1 of Aer for single cysteine replacements from
residues 211 to 219 at 23°C (solid bars) and 4°C (open bars).
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region to be a coiled-coil continuation of the TM2 segments (Watts, K. J. and Taylor, B.
L., unpublished data). The structure and orientation of the FI domain with respect to the
membrane anchor is not known. Preliminary cross-linking data of the FI domain in our
laboratory showed sparse cross-linking of the introduced cysteines in this region. Of the
few cysteine replacements that cross-linked in the FI domain (-121-165), R137C is a
strong cross-linker (Campbell, A. J. and Taylor, B. L., unpublished). This indicates close
proximity between the interacting monomers near this residue. Using the previously
described technique of binary cysteine cross-linking (chapter 4), I mapped the collisional
face of R137C by determining whether it cross-linked within or between Aer dimers, at
this position. I constructed binary cysteine replacements combining Argl37 with either
the intra-dimeric cross-linker (A184C) or the inter-dimeric cross-linker (V187C). When
oxidized by CuPhe in whole cells, both Aer-R137C/A184C and Aer-R137C/V187C
formed dimers along with the higher oligomers. This indicates that residue R137C, like
A185C (chapter 4) cross-linked both between and within Aer dimers. This also suggests
that R137C is in a flexible region of the FI domain, and that the interacting dimers in a
trimer of dimers are relatively close to one other at this residue.
C. AerA185-186 is not functional.
The Aer membrane anchor has a periplasmic loop that includes residues 184 to
187. Residue 186 is a proline, which could plausibly turn the loop back towards the
cytoplasm. However, the proline was not required for function, as several amino acid
replacements did not alter Aer mediated aerotaxis (Fig. 17) (Amin et al., 2006, chapter
3).
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Fig. 17. The sequence of the Aer periplasmic loop is not critical for function.
Effect of substitution at Pro 186 of Aer on aerotaxis in succinate semi-solid agar.
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Moreover, a peptide insertion between residues 185 and 186 similarly had no
effect on function, indicating that the topology of this region is not critical for function
and in turn, this loop is not directly involved in signal transduction. Perhaps the
membrane anchor is passive during signaling and its function is more subtle, such as i)
keeping the N- and C-termini in proper registry, ii) increasing the likelihood of
interacting with a high abundance receptor, or iii) increasing the probability of sensing
changes in environmental redox. Still, there may be a minimal length for function. I
estimated that the transmembrane segments TM1 and TM2 are 19 and 18 residues long,
respectively. These values are close to the minimum length for a transmembrane helix
(17.7A). However, it is possible that the membrane anchor does not need to reach the
periplasm for Aer to function.
To assess whether a shorter membrane anchor could function, I deleted residues
185 and 186. Wild type cells expressing this deletion construct were non-aerotactic on
succinate swarm plates. This suggests that the membrane anchor requires a minimal
length for normal Aer function.
D. TM1-TM2 interactions in the transmembrane domain.
The organization of the TM domain of Aer and the possible orientation or
positioning of the TM segments in the membrane have been studied (Amin et al, 2006)
(chapters 3 and 4). A better understanding of TM1-TM2 proximity would be helpful to
further refine the structural model of this region. To begin this study I made double
cysteine replacements in the TM region whereby one cysteine was introduced into each
of the TM1 and TM2 segments. I chose residues that (as cysteines) did not cross-link to
their cognate cysteine on another monomer in order to increase their likelihood of facing
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away from the dimer interface. The rationale was to crosslink TM1 and TM2 segments
with a disulfide bond or a sulfhydryl linker. Ostensibly, the intra-monomeric cross-linked
species would migrate faster than uncross-linked Aer monomer on SDS-PAGE, and
would be identifiable on a Western blot. Additionally, intra-monomeric cross-linking
might be used as a tool to probe the mechanism of signal transduction within this region.
Cross-linked cysteines would yield clues about the spatial proximity and arrangements of
the TM1 and TM2 helices.
The double cysteine combinations included: 172-199, 172-193, 173-204, 173-196,
173-195, 175-196, 175-199, 175-195, 175-197,175-203,176-203, 176-197, 176-195,176193,179-193,179-195. Cells expressing these double cysteine replacements were
subjected to the oxidant copper phenanthroline or to the 8A linker BMOE. Under these
conditions, no intra-monomeric cross-linked bands were evident (below the Aer
monomer band) on Western blots.
Several explanations for the lack of TM1-TM2 cross-linking are possible: i) the
selected residues in TM1 and TM2 segments may be at different vertical positions ii) the
selected residues are at the correct vertical position, but facing away from each other, and
iii) the TM1-TM2 cross-linked product is not separated from the Aer monomer species
on the SDS-PAGE. In this case, longer gels or a lower percentage acrylamide might be
used to differentiate the cross-linked from uncross-linked Aer monomer.
E. Signaling movements between Aer monomers.
The TM domain in MCPs transmits the signal from the periplasmic ligand
binding domain to the cytoplasmic signaling domain. Several lines of evidence indicate
that signaling in MCPs requires substantial motion in the TM helices (Hughson and
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Hazelbauer, 1996). This movement is carried by TM2, which moves relative to the
subunit interface (Chervitz et al., 1995; Chervitz and Falke, 1996; Kim, 1994; Milbum et
al., 1991; Peach et al, 2002). Movement in the TM region has been estimated to be
between 1 and 2 A. It is difficult to reconcile such small movements with an “on” and
“off’ state in the signaling region. Small movements could possibly be amplified by the
HAMP domain since it is too dynamic to be resolved by x-ray crystallographic studies.
Also, it may be folded on itself, since electron microscopic studies (Weis et al, 2003)
revealed that the cytosolic length of an MCP (Tsr) is 70 A shorter than that predicted by
x-ray crystallography (Kim et al, 1999). Since the HAMP domain was the only
“unknown” factor in this estimation, the length difference must be due to a mis
calculation for the length of the HAMP domain.
To probe the role of TM2 and the HAMP linker in signal amplification in Aer, I
introduced single cysteine substitutions at four positions (260, 261, 262, 264) in the
proximal signaling domain (distal to the HAMP domain). The rationale was to measure
the rate and extent of these cysteine replacements under both “on” and “off’ signaling
states to assess changes in proximity and thus the movement during signaling in Aer.
First, I confirmed that the cysteines at these positions cross-linked under standard
conditions. Anaerobic and Aerobic conditions were chosen to mimic the “on” and “off’
signaling states of the Aer receptor. However, there were some inherent limitations with
the anaerobic conditions: i) it was not possible to cross-link using CuPhe, which acts
catalytically with oxygen recycling the cuprous state back to the cupric state ii) the
temperature in the anaerobic hood was about 34°C, limiting all aerobic analysis to this
temperature as well iii) cysteine replacements were cross-linked using iodine (which acts
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as a reactant), but the reaction was complete in less than a few minutes and the time
required for developing anaerobic conditions might lead to inaccurate comparisons.
To overcome these limitations, I used another approach. I coupled the cysteines in
the proximal signaling domain with a known mutation in the PAS domain that mimicked
the different signaling states. Aer-N34C and Aer-D68C under the microscope had a
constant tumbly and smooth phenotype resembling the “on” and “off’ signaling states. I
first constructed N34C and D68C in pMBl (wild-type cysteine less Aer), confirmed its
phenotype and cross-linked under standard conditions. These replacements did not cross
link significantly, although it would not have been problematic if they did dimerize; PASPAS cross-linked dimers run faster on SDS-PAGE than dimers cross-linked in the
proximal signaling domains (Watts et al., 2006b). Using these PAS substitutions as a
template, I introduced a second cysteine in the proximal signaling domain to form AerN34C/V260C, Aer-N34C/261C, Aer-N34C/262C, Aer-N34C/264C and AerD68C/V260C, Aer-D68C/261C, Aer-D68C/262C, Aer-D68C/264C. These Aer mutant
proteins mediated the expected phenotype. Cells expressing these replacements did cross
link to produce quantifiable dimers in presence of CuPhe, indicating that this strategy is
worth pursuing.
The next logical set of experiments would be to pair several more cysteines in the
proximal signaling domain with the signaling mutations, N34C and D68C and quantify
the rate and extent of dimerization (set 1) Then another set of signaling mutants should be
constructed pairing cysteines in the AS-1 region of the HAMP domain with N34C and
D68C. The rate and extent of dimerization would be measured in these constructs (set 2)
and compared with those in set 1. Noticeable difference in dimerization in the two sets in
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a given signaling state would reflect the plausible movement between the two TM2
segments in an Aer dimer
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CHAPTER SIX
DISCUSSION
A. Organization of the transmembrane domain of Aer in E. coll
Unlike other chemoreceptors in E. coli, which have a periplasmic sensing domain,
Aer has both its N-terminal sensing domain and the C-terminal signaling domain in the
cytosol. Thus, Aer must possess a unique membrane organization. I used a combination
of disulfide-scanning and surface accessibility techniques to study the membrane
topology of Aer and the overall multi subunit interactions between Aer dimers.
To study the topology of the membrane anchor in Aer, in vivo disulfide-scanning
experiments were coupled with in vitro accessibility studies on single cysteine
replacements. These data indicated that i) the Aer-membrane anchor forms a central
periplasmic loop flanking two transmembrane-spanning segments (TM1 and TM2), ii)
residues in the TM segments collide either within or between dimers, (but with one
exception) not both, iii) residues in the periplasmic loop form a stable neighborhood
including as many as three dimers (hexamers), iv) formation of stable periplasmic
hexamers requires the HAMP domain and the signaling region and v) Aer trimers of
dimers are trapped as non-specific, unresolved higher molecular weight aggregates
(smears on Western blots) when trapped under higher oxidative conditions.
1. Aer TM segments flank a central periplasmic loop.
I studied the proximity between the transmembrane helices of the cognate
monomers in an Aer dimer using a CuPhe catalyzed disulfide-scanning approach.
Disulfide bond formation in presence of CuPhe can occur only if the cysteine alpha
carbon is within the correct distance constraints.
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I introduced 57 consecutive cysteine substitutions (163-219) in the membrane
region. This included a stretch of ~38 hydrophobic residues and flanking segments.
Single cysteine replacements in the TM domain were cross-linked at 23°C, and also at
4°C to limit lateral diffusion of the receptors in the membrane. The 4°C conditions were
well below the lipid phase transition temperature, which is 18°C in E. coli (Overath et al.
1975). My rationale for using this temperature was to decrease random collisions in the
membrane, to more precisely map the contact faces of the two monomers in the
membrane of an Aer dimer. Several consecutive residues (182-188) in the central region
of putative membrane anchor cross-linked strongly at 23°C (Fig.7B). Cysteine
replacements from residues 184 to 187 cross-linked strongly even at 4°C, indicating close
proximity between the two monomers at these positions, and consistent with a loop
structure.
The TM segments flanking this central loop showed low cross-linking with no
defined periodicity consistent with helix formation. This suggested that unlike in MCPs,
the interacting TM segments in Aer dimer might not be proximal to each other or were
oriented in a different fashion. It was also possible that the helix-helix interactions in the
membrane were not exclusively intra-dimeric (within a dimer), but were also interdimeric (between dimers), which might explain the lack of definite pattern of cross
linking in this region. As we found later, this was the case for the Aer-TM domain.
To map the membrane boundaries for the Aer-TM domain, I determined the
accessibility of the introduced cysteines to sulfhydryl reactive probes. This was done in
vitro using 5-IAF and mPEG. Although Boldog successfully mapped the membrane
boundaries in Trg using 5-IAF (Boldog and Hazelbauer, 2004), I included the mPEG
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probe in this study as well. This probe has an advantage over 5-IAF, because PEGylated
Aer migrates more slowly than un-PEGylated Aer on the SDS-PAGE, so modified Aer
can be differentiated from unmodified Aer on Western blots. PEGylation reactions were
also performed at 4°C, since at this temperature mPEG is membrane impermeable even
after 24 h of incubation (Lu and Deutsch, 2001).
From combined accessibility data, we concluded that the transmembrane
segments embedded in the hydrophobic environment of the lipid bilayer consisted of ~19
and ~18 residues for TM1 (165-183) and TM2 (188-205), respectively. The central loop
residues (184-187) were accessible to all probes under all in vitro conditions indicating
that this region was accessible to the aqueous environment. To determine whether the
central loop was periplasmic, I pre-blocked periplasmic sulfhydryl groups in vivo with
AMS. This sulfhydryl reactive probe is outer-membrane permeable but inner-membrane
impermeable. Therefore subsequent PEGylation under denaturing conditions would be
blocked if a particular residue were in the aqueous environment of the periplasm.
Interestingly A184C and V187C were blocked by AMS, but A185C and P186C, which
were accessible to both 5-IAF and mPEG in vitro, were not blocked by AMS. The reason
for this difference is not understood, but it is possible that AMS is more selective than the
other probes and is unable to access these residues. Alternatively, the topology of Aer
may be different in the presence of a membrane potential, or may be altered slightly
during the preparation of the membrane vesicles.
2. Significance of the periplasmic loop.
The periplasmic loop of the Aer membrane anchor includes four amino acids.
Although the sequence of this loop was not critical for function there was a minimum
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length requirement. Deleting two residues in the center of the loop (Alai 85-Pro 186) of
the periplasm/membrane boundary abolished the function of Aer. This suggests that there
is a minimum length that is important for Aer activity. This deletion could plausibly i)
upset the registry between N- and C-terminal regions of Aer, ii) prevent the proper helical
tilt in the membrane helix(ces) (Ren et al., 1997; Ren et al, 1999), or iii) form a
membrane anchor parallel rather than perpendicular to the membrane (Ren et al, 1997;
Ren et al, 1999). Any one of these scenarios could upset the stability and function of the
Aer protein. Although the length of the loop was critical, the region was tolerant to
introduced cysteines. None of the cysteine replacements in this region altered the
function of Aer, indicating that these residues are not directly involved in the function of
the protein.
The periplasmic/membrane boundary has no notable hydrophilic residues; why
residues A184, A185, PI 86 and VI87 would stabilize this region is unclear, and needs
further analysis. Pro 186 was of interest, because prolines are established helix breakers in
globular proteins (Li et al, 1996) and, in model membrane systems, a single proline
residue can change a 40-mer hydrophobic peptide from a single membrane-spanning
helix into two membrane-spanning helices (Nilsson and von Heijne, 1998). However, this
was not the case for Aer. Pro 186 was not required for transmembrane segments. In
addition to the Cys replacement, Aer was functional when Pro 186 was replaced with
polar (S), charged (D, R), or aromatic (F, W) residues (Amin et al, 2006, chapter 3).
Moreover, the loop was permissive to short peptide inserts (Amin et al, 2006, chapter 3;
Ma, 2001), indicating that the periplasmic loop is not involved in signaling, nor is it the
driving force that re-directs the membrane anchor 180° towards the cytosol. More likely,
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this re-direction emanates from cytosolic interactions between the membrane and protein,
or between the N- and C- terminal domains. These data do not discount the possibility
that the transmembrane segments themselves are active in signaling.
3. Intra- and inter-dimeric interactions in the membrane anchor of Aer.
In the initial Aer-TM topology studies, we assumed that the cross-linking was
exclusively intra-dimeric. This assumption was based on the Tar (Falke et al, 1988) and
Trg (Lee et al, 1995a) receptors, which collided exclusively within, and not between,
dimers in the transmembrane region. However, my studies with double cysteine
replacements in the TM region of Aer suggested that some of the cysteine replacements
in the membrane were also able to collide inter-dimerically. This might explain the low
cross-linking and the lack of periodicity in the TM segments.
The difference between Aer and the MCPs in this region may be due to the
periplasmic domain of these chemoreceptors. MCPs have a bulky periplasmic domain
that may prevent inter-dimeric collisions between transmembrane segments. To
differentiate intra- from inter-dimeric cross-linking in Aer, we needed to find a residue
that would serve as a standard for intra-dimeric cross-linking. We chose V260C, which
is a strong cytosolic cross-linker in the proximal signaling domain, and was assumed to
crosslink intra-dimerically. I paired cysteine replacements in the membrane anchor with
V260C (on the same monomer). The idea was to trap multimers, which would occur if a
given cysteine in the membrane were also able to collide inter-dimerically. In contrast,
dimers would be trapped if both cysteine replacements (V260C and the membrane
cysteine) cross-linked exclusively intra-dimerically. To test the specificity of these
interactions I also performed these experiments at 30°C for 30 min. On this basis,
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residues in the membrane were grouped into three classes: those that cross-linked
exclusively within dimers- A184C, P186C, V197C; those that cross-linked exclusively
between dimers- V168C, V187C, I191C; and those that were able to cross-link both
within and between dimers- R137C and A185C. The exclusive intra-dimeric cross-linkers
identified the dimer interface of the two monomers while the exclusive inter-dimeric
cross-linkers mapped the collisional faces between the neighboring dimers. On the basis
of these data, a cartoon of Aer was drawn representing the contact faces within and
between Aer dimers (Fig. 1 IB). Residues 185 in the membrane anchor and 137 in the FI
domain formed both intra- and inter- dimeric cross-links, indicating that these residues
might be positioned in highly flexible regions of the protein. This was further supported
by the finding that they also cross-linked significantly at 4°C.
B. Aer forms a stable periplasmic neighborhood.
The double cysteine replacement consisting of the two strongest cross-linkers in
the membrane anchor, Aer-A184C/V187C, formed dimers, tetramers and hexamers in
response to CuPhe. The reaction was complete within 1 min at 23°C, and the extent of
oligomerization did not increase over time up to 20 min. We would have expected a
progressive increase in multimers if dimers had unlimited lateral and/or rotational
mobility. Furthermore, the rate and extent of this oligomerization was similar at 4°C. We
conclude that the periplasmic neighborhood is a stable environment.
C. Trimer of dimer organization in the cytoplasm.
MCPs are known to form trimers of dimers that are stabilized by the specific
residues in the HCD of the signaling region (Ames et al, 2002; Kim et al., 2002). Since
Aer shares the conserved signaling domain, we expected that Aer would form a similar
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higher organization in this region. To study this, I made binary combination of
periplasmic and cytosolic cysteines in Aer. I paired A184C (to trap individual dimers)
with one of several cysteines near the signaling region (A377C, A379C, G380C or
E381C). Upon oxidation in the presence of CuPhe or a sulfhydryl linker, dimers.
tetramers and hexamers were evident. These data indicate that Aer dimers can collide
with the neighboring dimers, forming hexamers consistent with trimers of dimers. To
determine the specificity of collisions in the signaling loop, I paired three of these
cysteine replacements (A379C, G380C and E381C) with V187C, which cross-links
exclusively between dimers. When these constructs were oxidized, tetramers and
hexamers formed, indicating that the signaling loop is dynamic.
These hexameric interactions in Aer were not influenced by the presence or
absence of soluble proteins Che A and CheW, consistent with the data from Tsr crosslinking (Studdert and Parkinson, 2005). This suggests that these hexameric interactions
may be the precursors of the signaling units that form upon recruitment of CheA and
CheW (Studdert and Parkinson, 2005).
D. HAMP domain and the signaling region limit periplasmic interactions.
Inter-dimeric interactions in the periplasm region of Aer were altered by the
presence of the HAMP domain and the signaling region. Full-length Aer formed dimers,
tetramers and hexamers exclusively. In contrast, Aer-A184C/V187C with truncations in
the signaling region formed octamers and decamers, in addition to dimers, tetramers and
hexamers. The extent of hexamer formation in this Aer-truncation construct was also
higher than the corresponding full-length construct (Fig. 13). Thus, the signaling region
limits the degrees of freedom in the periplasmic region. Perhaps the signaling region
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tethers the three dimers in a way that prevents rotational or lateral diffusion. In this case,
the Aer truncations could form octamers and decamers by exchanging partners over time,
an event that does not occur in full-length Aer-A184C/V187C. Other anomalies occurred
when the C-terminus was further deleted, so that portions of the HAMP domain were
missing. Here, the extent of oligomer formation decreased significantly, implying that
both the HAMP domain and the signaling region play a role in a stable periplasmic
neighborhood.
E. Higher order multimeric interactions of the Aer receptor in E. coli.
Since Aer could be trapped as hexamers both at the periplasmic end and at the
cytoplasmic end, I designed a set of experiments to ascertain the specificity of
interactions in these regions. To determine whether these interactions were with the same
or different dimers, I constructed multi-cysteine replacements in Aer. Initially, the double
cysteine replacement A184C/V187C was coupled with one of the cysteine in the
signaling region forming triple cysteine replacements. The cysteine substitutions in the
cytosolic region of Aer are shown in Fig. 18, mapped onto the crystal structure of Tsr
(Kim et al, 1999). I constructed a quadruple cysteine replacement with two double
cysteine replacements that formed hexamers by themselves; A184C/VT87C (in the
periplasm) and A362C/A403C (in the cytosol) were expressed in one Aer protein as a
quaternary cysteine replacement (A184C/V187C/ A362C/A403C).
My purpose was to differentiate, if possible, between two structural models that have
been argued for the other chemoreceptors. One model emanates from the crystal structure
of the Tsr signaling region, the Kim model (Kim et al, 2002), and the other model
emanates from EM structures of the same receptor, the Francis model (Francis et al.
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Fig. 18. Aer amino acid residues (in bracket) mapped onto the crystal structure of the Tsr
signaling region. The homologous amino acid residues of Tsr were used as markers to
map Aer residues onto this structure. Labels represent the corresponding amino acid
residue in Aer.
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2004). The Kim model proposes that the periplasmic and cytosolic domains interact with
different dimers whereas the Francis model proposes that these domains interact with the
same trimer-of-dimers. When taken together to its limit, the Kim model essentially allows
hundreds or thousands of receptors, to communicate, and thereby act as a large
amplifying unit. Using my ternary and quaternary cysteine replacements, I proposed to
differentiate these models. If the interactions between the interacting dimers were the
same at both the periplasmic and at the cytosolic ends then only hexamers would form
after cross-linking the triple or tetra cysteine replacements. This would be consistent with
the EM model by Francis et al. (2004). If they were interacting between different dimers
at the periplasmic end than those at the cytosolic end, then large complexes, larger than
hexamers should be evident.
Aer- A184C/V187C/ A362C/A403C under standard conditions of 0.3 mM CuPhe
formed multimers not higher than hexamers, consistent with the Francis model. However,
this negative result could not rule out the Kim model. Perhaps: i) CuPhe concentrations at
the cytosolic tip, which is 190A farther from the membrane were too low, ii) the redoxenvironment in this cytoplasmic region was too low, iii) cross-linking the first two
cysteines limits movements to prevent the other two cysteines from interacting, or iv)
the temperature was too low. Moreover, it is also possible that oligomers higher than
hexamers are formed but the concentration was below the threshold of the Western blot.
In an attempt to overcome these possible limitations, I treated cells expressing
Aer- A184C/V187C/ A362C/A403C with 4 times the normal CuPhe concentration (1.2
mM) and raised the temperature, to 30°C. Interestingly under these conditions, instead of
sharp dimers, tetramers and hexamers, an unresolved smear was formed which
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disappeared over time. This effect was not due to proteolysis because the monomeric
species reappeared after DTT was added to the cross-linked sample. Although, the
stacking gel showed no traces of Aer oligomers when examined by Western blots. It is
likely that cross-linked aggregates formed that could not enter the gel or could not be
electroblotted. Whether these aggregates occur with native Aer, or they are artifact
caused by high concentrations of CuPhe is not yet known. It is quite likely that upon
higher oxidative conditions and increased temperature, there were more productive
collisions between the introduced cysteines. However, these collisions might be random
and not specific, since a number of different sized bands formed ‘unresolved smearing’
on Western blots as opposed to discrete dimers, tetramers and hexamers.
F. Future Studies
1. Determine the flexibility near the highly conserved domain of Aer.
In the Tar and Tsr receptors, ligand binding induces a piston-like movement in
TM2 of the transmembrane domain. This displacement in the transmembrane region
triggers movement in the cytoplasmic domain (Falke and Hazelbauer, 2001), which is
transmitted through the dimeric (MH1-MH1) and the monomeric (MH1-MH2) face of
the receptor (Bass et al, 1999; Bass and Falke, 1999). Since the signaling domain of Aer
shares homology with the MCPs, it is highly plausible that similar movements occur in
its cytoplasmic domain during signaling. Site-directed cysteine replacements and
sulfhydryl chemistry can be employed to probe the molecular details of the helix
movements.
In order to study the relative motions near the highly conserved domain of an Aer
monomer, double cysteine replacements could be introduced in this region. Single
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cysteines introduced at consecutive residues from 403 to 408 on MH2 can be coupled
with a cysteine on MH1. The single cysteine replacements at these positions are
functional and the surface accessibility studies on membrane vesicles confirm their
accessibility. In vivo cross-linking between MH1 and MH2 can be performed as
described before. If there is relative movement at the C-terminus within an Aer monomer,
one would expect to see disulfide bond formation in quite a few of these di-cysteine
constructs upon oxidation. In this scenario, MH1 would move relative to MH2, and a
number of MH2 residues would then collide with MH1, forming disulfide bond between
engineered cysteines. The study could be extended by introducing double cysteine
replacements in a number of consecutive cysteines on MH1 and a particular cysteine on
MH2. Here, if MH1 rotates about its long axis during signaling we would expect
disulfide bond formation in a series of the di-cysteine receptors.
2. Influence of N-terminal truncations on periplasmic trimers of dimers interactions.
I have shown that Aer forms hexamers at the periplasmic end independently of
the Che proteins or the signaling domain. The formation of the multimers decreased with
the truncations in the HAMP domain. One possible explanation for this could be the
indirect effect of the PAS domain on these interactions. To study the role of the PAS
domain on the periplasmic trimers of dimers formation, N-terminal truncations could be
made in Aer-A184C/V187C. Cross-linking data of Aer-A184C/V187C would be helpful
in interpreting the effect of PAS domain on the periplasmic interactions.
3. Influence of C-terminal truncations on polar localization of Aer.
E. coli MCPs localize to cell poles in clusters and the formation of these clusters
requires CheW and CheA (Maddock and Shapiro, 1993). Preliminary studies in our
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laboratory have shown that Aer localize at the cell poles (Salcedo, D. and Taylor, B. L.,
unpublished). Polar localization in Aer, like the MCPs requires the presence of CheA and
CheW proteins, but the requirement for the C-terminal tip in E. coli is not known. Lack
of C-terminus decreased polar localization of MCP-1 in Caulobacter (Alley et al., 1992).
Since Aer exhibits different topology than the MCPs, it would be interesting to know the
effect of C-terminal truncations on the topology of wild-type Aer. GFP fusions can be
made to the C-terminal truncations of wild type Aer and localization can be visualized
under the microscope.
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APPENDIX
Sequences of the Primers for Site-directed Mutagenesis
W163CF

5 '-T CAT!ACCGCTTCGCT GCCGGGCGCGT GGAGT G-3'

W163CR

5'-CACTCCACGCGCCCGGCAGCGAAGCGGTAATGA-3

R164CF

5'-TC ATTACCGCTTCGCTGGTGCGCGCGT GGAGT GAT GACC-3

R164CR

5,-GGTCATCACTCCACGCGCGCACCAGCGAAGCGGTAATGA-3

A165CF

5'-GCTTCGCTGGCGGTGCCGTGGAGTGATGACC-3'

A165CR

S'-GGTC ATC ACTCCACGGC ACCGCC AGCGAAGC-3

R166CF

5'-CTTCGCTGGCGGGCGTGCGGAGTGATGACCCTG-3'

R166CR

5'-CAGGGTCATCACTCCGCACGCCCGCCAGCGAAG-3

G167CF

5,-CGCTGGCGGGCGCGTTGCGTGATGACCCTGATG-3?

G167CR

5'-CATCAGGGTCATCACGCAACGCGCCCGCCAGCG-3'

M169CF

5'-CGGGCGCGTGGAGTGTGCACCCTGATGTTTATC-3'

M169CR

5'-GATAAACATCAGGGTGCACACTCCACGCGCCCG-3

T170CF

5 '-CGT GGAGT GAT GT GCCT GAT GTTTAT CTT GC-3

T170CR

5'-GCAAGATAAACATCAGGCACATCACTCCACG-3'

L175CF

5'-CCCTGATGTTTATCTGCCTGGCGGCCATGCTTTGG-3'

L175CR

5'-CCAAAGCATGGCCGCCAGGCAGATAAACATCAGGG-3

A177CF

5 '-GTTTATCTT GCTGT GCGCC AT GCTTT GG-3'

A177CR

S’-CCAAAGCATGGCGCACAGCAAGATAAAC-S'

A178CF

5'-CTTGCTGGCGTGCATGCTTTGGTTTGTTGC-3

A178CR

5 '-GC AAC AAACC AAAGC ATGC ACGCC AGC AAG-3'

M179CF

5'-TTGCTGGCGGCCTGCCTTTGGTTTGTTGC-3'

M179CR

5,-GCAACAAACCAAAGGCAGGCCGCCAGCAA-3

L180CF

5 '-CTGGCGGCC AT GT GCTGGTTTGTT GCTG-3'

L180CR

5'-CAGCAACAAACCAGCACATGGCCGCCAG-3

W181CF

S’-GCGGCC ATGCTTTGCTTTGTTGCTGCCC-3'

W181CR

5'-GGGC AGC AAC AAAGC AAAGC ATGGCCGC-3

F182CF

5,-GGCCATGCTTTGGTGTGTTGCTGCCCCG-3'

F182CR

5'-CGGGGCAGCAACACACCAAAGCATGGCC-3'
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V183CF

5 '-CC AT GCTTTGGTTTT GT GCT GCCCCGGT GG-3'

VI83CR

5'-CCACCGGGGCAGCACAAAACCAAAGCATGG-3’

A184CF

5 '-GCTTTGGTTT GTTT GT GCCCCGGT GGT G- 3'

A184CR

S'-CACCACCGGGGCACAAACAAACCAAAGC-S

A185CF

5 '-GGTTT GTTT GT GCTT GCCCGGT GGT GAC G-3'

A185CR

S'-CGTCACCACCGGGCAAGCACAAACAAACCG'

P186CF

5 '-T GGTTT GIT GCT GC CT GC GT GGT GACGTATAT C-3'

P186CR

5'-GATATACGTCACCACGCAGGCAGCAACAAACCA-3

V187CF

5'-GTTGCTGCCCCGTGCGTGACGTATATCCTCAGTGC-3

VI87CR

5'-GC ACT GAGGAT AT ACGTC ACGC ACGGGGC AGC AAC-3'

V188CF

5'-GCTGCCCCGGTGTGCACGTATATCCTCAGTGC-3'

VI88CR

5’-GC ACT GAGGAT AT ACGT GC AC ACCGGGGC AGC-3'

T189CF

5'-GCCCCGGTGGTGTGCTATATCCTCAGTGCG-3'

T189CR

5'-CGCACTGAGGATATAGCACACCACCGGGGC-3'

Y190CF

5 '-CCGGT GGT GACGT GT ATCCTC AGT GCG-3'

Y190CR

5'-CGCACTGAGGATACACGTCACCACCGG-3'

I191CF

5 '-CGGT GGT GACGTATT GCCTCAGT GCGTT AG-3'

I191CR

S'-CTAACGCACTGAGGCAATACGTCACCACCG-S'

L192CF

5GT GGT GAC GTATATCT GC AGTGC GTT AGT GG-3

L192CR

S'-CCACTAACGCACTGCAGATATACGTCACCAC^'

C193CF

5 '-GGT GACGT ATAT CCTCT GT GCGTTAGT GG-3'

C193CR

5,-CCACTTACGCACAGAGGATATACGTCACC-3'

A194CF

5 '-C GT ATAT C CT C AGTT GCTTAGT GGT ATT GTT GGC-3

A194CR

5'-GCCAACAATACCACTAAGCAACTGAGGATATACG-3'

L195CF

5'-CCTCAGTGCGTGCGTGGTATTGTTGGCAAGC-3’

L195CR

S'-GCTTGCCAACAATACCACGCACGCACTGAGG^'

V196CF

5 '-CCTC AGT GCGTTAT GCGTATT GTT GGC AAGC-3'

V196CR

5'-GCTTGCCAACAATACGCATAACGCACTGAGG-3

V197CF

5'-GTGCGTTAGTGTGCTTGTTGGCAAGCGCC-3'

V197CR

S'-GGCGCTTGCCAACAAGCACACTAACGCACG'

L198CF

5 '-GCGTTAGT GGT AT GCTT GGC AAGCGCCG-3'
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L199CF

5'-CGGCGCTTGCCAAGCATACCACTAACGC-3'
5 '-CGTT AGT GGTATT GT GCGC AAGCGCCGC-3'

L199CR

5'-GCGGCGCTTGCGCACAATACCACTAACG-3

A203CF

5 '-GIT GGC AAGCGCCTGTTTT GAAT GGC AGATT GTG-3'

A203CR

5'-CACAATCTGCCATTCAAAACAGGCGCTTGCCAAC -3'

F204CF

5'-GC AAGCGCCGCATGCGAAT GGC AGATT GT G-3'

F204CR

5 '-C AC AATCT GCC ATTCGCAT GCGGCGCTT GC-3'

E205CF

5'-GC AAGCGCCGC ATTTT GCT GGCAGATT GT GC-3'

E205CR

S'-GCACAATCTGCCAGCAAAATGCGGCGCTTGC-S'

L198CR

W206CF

5 '-GCGCCGCATTT GAAT GCC AGATT GT GCG-3'

W206CR

S’-CGCACAATCTGGCATTCAAATGCGGCGCG'

Q207CF

5 '-GCCGC ATTT GAAT GGT GC ATT GT GCGCCCG-3'

Q207CR

S'-CGGGCGCACAATGCACCATTCAAATGCGGC-S’

I208CF

5,-GCATTTGAATGGCAGTGTGTGCGCCCGATAG-3,

I208CR

5'-CTATCGGGCGCACACACTGCCATTCAAATGC-3'

V209CF

5'-TT GAAT GGC AGATTT GCCGCCCG ATAGAAAAT G-3

V209CR

5,-CATTTTCTATCGGGCGGCAAATCTGCCATTCAA-3'

R210CF

5,-GGCAGATTGTGTGCCCGATAGAAAATGTTGCC-3,

R210CR

5 '-GGC AAC ATTTTCT AT C GGGC AC AC AAT CTGC C -3'

P211CF

5'-GGCAGATTGTGCGCTGCATAGAAAATGTTGCCC-3'

P211CR

5GGGC AACATTTT C TAT GC AGCGC AC AATCTGC C-3'

I212CF

5'-GGCAGATTGTGCGCCCGTGCGAAAATGTTGCC-3’

I212CR

S'-GGCAACATTTTCGCACGGGCGCACAATCTGCCG’

E213CF

5,-GTGCGCCCGATATGCAATGTTGCCCATCAGGC-3

E213CR

5'-GCCTGATGGGCAACATTGCATATCGGGCGCAC-3'

N214CF

5 '-CGCCCGATAGAAT GT GTT GCCC AT C AGGC-3'

N214CR

5 '-GCCT GAT GGGC AAC AC ATT CTATCGGGCG-3*

V215CF

5'-CGCCCGATAGAAAATTGTGCCCATCAGGC-3,

V21 SCR

5 '-GCCT GAT GGGC AC AATTTT CT ATCGGGC G-3'

A216CF

5 '-CCCGATAGAAAAT GTTT GCC AT C AGGC ACT G-3

A216CR

5 '-C AGT GCCT GAT GGC AAAC ATTTTCTATCGGG-3 ’
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H217CF

S'-CCGATAGAAAATGTTGCCTGTCAGGCACTGAAGG-S'

H217CR

S’-CCTTCAGTGCCTGACAGGCAACATTTTCTATCGG-S'

Q218CF

P186RF

5 ’-GAAAAT GTT GCCC ATT GCGC ACT GAAGGT GGCG-3
5 '-CGCC ACCTT C AGT GCGCAAT GGGC AAC ATTTC-3'
5'-GTTGCCCATCAGTGCCTGAAGGTGGCGACC-3'
5 '-GGTCGCCACCTT C AGGC ACT GAT GGGCAAC-3'
5 ’ -T GGTTT GTT GCT GCCCCGGT GGT GACGTAT-3
5 '-GGTTT GTT GCT GCCCGCGT GGT GACGTAT-3'

P186RR

5’-ATACGTCACCACGCGGGCAGCAACAAACC-3

P186AF

5 '-T GGTTT GTT GCT GCCGCGGT GGT GACGTATATC-3'

P186AR

5'-GATATACGTCACCACCGCGGCAGCAACAAACCA-3

P186DF

5 '-T GGTTT GTT GCT GCCGACGT GGT GACGT AT-3

P186DR

5'-ATACGTCACCACGTCGGCAGCAACAAACCA-3'

P186WF

5 '-GGTTT GTT GCTGCCT GGGT GGT GACGT AT-3

P186WR

5'-ATACGTCACCACCCAGGCAGCAACAAACC-3’

P186FF

5 '-GGTTT GTT GCT GCCTTCGT GGT GACGT ATATCC - 3

P186FR

5'-GGATATACGTCACCACGAAGGCAGCAACAAACC-3

P186SF

5'-GGTTTGTTGCTGCCAGCGTGGTGACGTATATCC-3'

P186SR

5'-GGATATACGTCACCACGCTGGCAGCAACAAACC-3'

Q218CR
A219CF
A219CR

P186

P186LOOPF 5 '-GGC AGCGT GGT GACGT AT ATCCTCT GT GCG-3'
P186LOOPR 5’-GCTGGCAGCAACAAACCAAAGCATGGCCGC-3'
185186F

5 '-GCC AT GCTTT GGTTT GTT GCT GT GGT GACGTATATCCTC-3'

185186R

5'-GAGGATATACGTCACCACAGCAACAAACCAAAGCATGGC-3

S186SGSF

5 '-GCTTT GGTTT GTT GCT GCC AGCGGCAGCGT GGT GACGT A
TATCCTC-3'

S186SGSR

5'-GAGGATATACGTC ACC ACGCTGCCGCTGGC AGC AAC AAA
CCAAAGC-3

S261CR

5 '-GGCT AATT AAC GAT GT CT GC AGCC AGGT GTCC AG-3
5 '-CT GG AC ACCT GGCT GC AGAC AT CGTT AATTAGCC-3 '-3'

S262CF

5'-AACGATGTCTCATGCCAGGTGTCCAGTG-3'

S262CR

5'-CACTGGACACCTGGCATGAGACATCGTT-3

S261CF
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Q263CF

S'-CGATGTCTCAAGCTGCGTGTCCAGTGTCAG-S'

Q263CR

5 -CT GAC ACTGGAC ACGCAGCTT GAGAC ATCG-3'

V264CF

5'-CGATGTCTCAAGCCAGTGCTCCAGTGTCAGA-3'

V264CR

5 '-TCT G AC ACT GGAGC ACT GGCTT GAGAC AT CG-3 ’

S356CF

S'-GCACCATTACTTGCCTGATTAACGATATTGCG-S'

S356CR

5 '-CGC AATATCGTTAAT CAGGC AGTAAT GGT GC-3'

A362CF

5 '-GCT GATTAACGAT ATTT GCTTTC AGACC-3'

A362CR

5GGT CT GAAAGC AAAI AT C GTTAAT C AGC -3'

V374CF

5,-CCCTGAATGCGGCGTGCGAAGCGGCG-3'

V374CR

5’-CGCCGCTTCGCACGCCGCATTCAGGG-3'

A377CF

5'-GCGGTGGAAGCGTGTCGTGCCGGCGAA-3'

A377CR

5'-TTCGCCGGCACGACACGCTTCCACCGC-3'

A379CF

S'-GAAGCGGCGCGTTGCGGCGAACAGGGCAAA-S'

A379CR

5,_tTTGCCCTGTTCGCCGCAACGCGCCGCTTC-3'

G380CF

5'-AAGCGGCGCGTGCCTGCGAACAGGGCAAA-3'

G380CR

5'-TTTGCCCTGTTCGCAGGCACGCGCCGCTT-3

E381CF

5 '-GCGCGT GCCGGCTGCC AGGGC AAAGGTTTT-3

E381CR

5'-AAAACCTTTGCCCTGGCAGCCGGCACGCGC-3'

V388CF

5'-GGC AAAGGTTTTGC AT GCGT GGC AGGGG-3'

V388CR

5,-CCCCTGCCACGCATGCAAAACCTTTGCC-3'

A403CF

5'-CGCAGCGCTAATTGCGCCAACGATATTCGC-3’

A403CR

5'-GCGAATATCGTTGGCGCAATTAGCGCTGCG-3'

A404CF

5AGCGCTAAT GCTT GC AACGATATTCGC AAG-3

A404CR

5’-CTTGCGAATATCGTTGCAAGCATTAGCGCT-3'

N405CF

5 '-AGCGCTAAT GCT GCCT GT GAT ATTCGC AAG-3

N405CR

5 ’-CTT GC G AA TA T C AC AGGC AGC ATTAGC GCT-3'

D406CF

5 '-GCT AAT GCT GCC AACT GC ATTCGC AAGCT GATT G-3'

D406CR
I407CF

5 '-CAATC AGCTT GCGAAT GC AGTT GGC AGCATTAGC-3
5 '-GCT AAT GCT GCC AACGATT GCCGC AAGCTGATT G-3

I407CR

S'-CAATCAGCTTGCGGCAATCGTTGGCAGCATT AGC-3

R408CF

5 '-GCC AACGATATTT GC AAGCT GATT GAT GCC-3'
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R408CR
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Escherichia coli swims toward niches ideal for generating maximum energy by
monitoring the environment with the aerotaxis sensor, Aer. This receptor has an Nterminal PAS domain, which is a sensor module present in a variety of proteins from all
kingdoms of life (including humans). To date, the mechanism of signaling from a PAS
sensor domain to a single signaling receiver domain has not been resolved. In Aer, the
PAS sensor is separated from the signaling region by a membrane anchor. Most
"transmembrane prediction" programs forecast a single membrane span for this
membrane anchor, but such a topology is inconsistent our previous studies indicating the
PAS and HAMP domains, which flank the membrane region, are in contact with one
another.
To determine the general topology of the membrane anchor, I used a cysteine
scanning approach. I estimated the proximity of 57 cognate cysteine replacements by
measuring the rate and extent of dimer formation after adding an oxidant at 23 °C, and at
4°C to limit random collisions. I found that the Aer membrane anchor formed two

x

membrane-spanning segments that flank a central periplasmic loop. To map the
membrane boundaries, I used hydrophilic sulfhydryl-reactive agents to measure the
surface accessibility of these introduced cysteines. I then expanded the cysteine scanning
method to include binary, ternary and quaternary combinations of introduced cysteines.
Binary combinations were used to differentiate intra- from inter-dimeric collisions and
thereby map the faces of Aer monomers. Ternary and quaternary combinations were
used to study larger complexes. Aer formed hexamers at both the periplasmic and
cytosolic ends, but this stable structure was orchestrated by the cytosolic signaling
domain, because C-terminal truncations missing the signaling region altered the
periplasmic neighborhood; here, octamers and decamers were trapped, indicating that the
signaling region had limited the degrees of freedom in the periplasmic region. Lastly,
strategic cross-linking combinations pairing periplasmic and cytosolic cysteine
replacements suggested that different Aer trimers-of-dimers could be trapped if the
oxidant copper phenanthroline were added at high concentrations. However, the myriad
of complexes formed suggested that these interactions were not specific.
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